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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Development,
Attention: Privacy-P
Room G-322A,
Humphrey Building,
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201

February 17,200O

Dear Secretary Shalala,

It is with great pride that I respectfully submit, on behalf of the Work Group for
Computerization of Behavioral Health and Human Services Records, comments on your
proposed privacy regulations, as they were announced in the federal register Vol. 64, No.
212, on November 3,1999  and entitled, Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable
Health Information.

Before launching in to the heart of our discussion, we want to thank you and staff for
meeting the deadlines and requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996. We share your concern about the limitations inherent to a
regulations promulgated by DHHS and will do our part to urge congress to pass more
comprehensive and enforceable privacy legislation, in keeping with the true initial intent
of HIPAA. We recognize that you and your staff were left with a monumental task and
little time to accomplish it. Now it is imperative that we do our part and provide you with
a high level overview of our primary concerns and reactions to your specific requests for
comment.

This document will describe: the mission of the Work Group and why it is qualified to be
a voice for the fields of behavioral health and human services; our process for gathering
input to and developing the attached comments; the comments themselves; and
concluding recommendations.

Once again we want to commend you for your efforts and urge you to take note of our
serious concerns. We are ready, willing and able to assist you with the operational issues
associated with incorporating any and/or all of our recommendations in to the privacy
regulations, and/or more comprehensive legislation emerging from congress over time.

Sincerely,

DM~k

Dorothy Webman&W
Chair
The Work Group for the Computerization of Behavioral Health and Human Services
Records

RECEIVED FE6 2 3 2000



The Work Group

The primary mission of The Work Group for the Computerization of Behavioral Health and Human
Services Records, Inc. is to create and promote equitable standards and guidelines for ownership privacy,
confidentiality, quality, and accessibility of the behavioral health and human services records. In carrying
out its mission, The Work Group is committed to the following: (1) to create and promote equitable
standards for information access, privacy and confidentiality, including informed consent; (2) to create,
monitor, and promote standards or guidelines for assessing the quality of behavioral health and human
services records; (3) to promote sharing of data, consumer education; and (4) to develop a collaborative
protocol for stakeholder participation.

The Work Group is a non-profit, 5Ol(c)3  voluntary organization. It represents an alliance between
members of public and private behavioral healthcare and human service systems and the family and
consumer advocacy communities dedicated to ensuring that the transition to a computerized record
evolves in a way that is beneficial to children, families, other consumers, providers, payers, researchers,
and regulators.

The Executive Committee of The Work Group is composed of a diverse group of individuals whose jobs
range from chief information officers and directors of quality management, to providers and to
consumers. Leading organizations in the public and private behavioral health and human services are
represented. The members of the Executive Committee have worked on projects of national scope for the
U.S. Center for Mental Health Services as well as large-scale projects within their respective
organizations.

Therefore, since we are committed to advancing the use of state-of-the-art, affordable technologies
toward the end of improving the quality of all health care related services, the protection of private
health care information, and the well being of all people, we feel qualified to respond to this
announcement.

A Call for Equitable Regulations and Standards

Our core concerns with the proposed regulations emanate from the absence of equitable attention to
concern for the health information of individuals who use behavioral health and human services. In the
proposed rules you state: “In order to receive accurate and reliable diagnosis and treatment patients must
provide health care professionals with accurate detailed information about their personal health,
behavioral health and other aspects of their lives.” The spirit of this comment is one of inclusion and
comprehensiveness and one we appreciate. We respectfully request that you carry this spirit throughout
the regulations. Additionally, we request that you attend to privacy rights from the perspective and
vantage point of the consumer above all else.

Thf: Work Group operates according to the following principles:
. All individuals have a right to basic health care, including behavioral health and human services.
. Any electronic database or record must include all aspects of health care including behavioral

health and human services.
. All individuals have a right to privacy and confidentiality. This right must be maintained in

behavioral health and human services record-keeping.
. All information in behavioral health and human services records must be treated as highly

sensitive and be subject to the most stringent security systems available.
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At the time when HCFA requested feedback on the data transaction standards and confidentiality, the
Work Group submitted comments and delivered testimony to the NCVHS on those standards and
confidentiality issues as well. The concerns we aired then continue to be relevant to this discussion.
Therefore, we will highlight the final recommendations from the data transaction standards testimony
here for your consideration (the full testimony can be viewed on the NCVHS website as testimony from
Dr. Dorothy Webman and Dr. Jean Campbell, on confidentiality):

Please allow us to meet with you to discuss these rules and share our knowledge of the
work done in this area by the behavioral health and human services industries.

I. Please seek input from data standards, data exchange, privacy, and consumer
groups from behavioral health and human services fields (including The Work Group
for Behavioral Health and Human Services Records and the Mental Health Statistics
Improvement Programs Ad Hoc Advisory Committee)

2. Please ensure behavioral health and human services parity in your approach to
establishing and promulgating standards for electronic data exchange.

3. Please develop more detailed guidance about the technological solutions for
ensuring privacy and confidentiality (such as encryption and tirewalls).

4. Please offer more guidance about adherence to regulations and laws governing
privacy and confidentiality including training requirements and performance
measurement issues guidance. We understand that you have proposed a set of penalties
for violations but you have not described processes or regulations that must be followed
or developed to ensure privacy.

5. Please develop, with the guidance of experienced persons, more detailed data sets
that are specific to behavioral health and human services aspects of integrated
health care systems.

6. Please add a family code to the data set. The omission of this code causes the
assignment of multiple case managers to one family and costs the government excessive
amounts of money. Furthermore the families are overburdened and underserved by this
sort of intervention.

7. Please develop and require standards for facsimile transmission and telephonic
response systems. This guidance says that these forms of communication are not to be
covered here; however our experience in behavioral health is that most agencies make the
most serious violations of privacy and confidentiality via these communication vehicles.

8. Please develop and include a means of coding social functioning and other
information vital to behavioral health records in the data element prototype.

9. Please describe in more detail the standards for Internet and Intranet data exchange
of behavioral health and human services information pertaining to the health care
encounters, care coordination and claims processing.

While some of these recommendations may seem specifically pertinent to data content, absence of
attention to them has now led to the development of privacy regulations that does not cover the details
involved in protecting the exchange of this type of data. Furthermore, the general absence of attention to
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the subtle differences in exchanging certain types of information within covered categories, i.e. pharmacy
and lab information, has also led to privacy regulations that are not sensitive to the unique issues of
behavioral health and human services consumers. We therefore, urge you to work with NCVHS to extend
the scope of covered information and end users to include all those in need of a full range of health related
services, including behavioral health and human services.

Our Process for Gathering Input about the Proposed Privacy Regulations

On Dee 12, 1999 a sub committee of the Work Group convened in Washington, D.C. We invited
colleagues from other stakeholder groups to participate in the meeting including but not limited to: the
American Managed Behavioral Health Association; the Federation of Families for Children’s Mental
Health; The National Mental Health Association; the National Association of State Mental Health
Program Directors; several county health department leaders; the National Alliance for the Mentally III;
other consumer advocates; and representatives of the Mental Health Statistics Improvement Program.
Few were able to attend due to the short notice. Due to the voluntary nature of this effort, the majority of
the consensus building took place at this time. However, we plan to circulate this document after
submission to get endorsement from other stakeholders. We will forward additional letters of support as
they arrive.

At a later date, two Work Group members submitted more detailed input in the areas of technological
solutions for privacy protection and consumer concerns with the proposed regulations. A full list of the
Work Group members is provided as an attachment to this document. In addition to Work Group
members, Trina Osher of the Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health, Dr. David Bearman of
the Santa Barbara Regional Health Authority contributed to the text of this document.

Since the regulations came out at holiday time and the behavioral heath industry does not have an
organized infrastructure as the health care industry has around data and transaction standards, it was
difficult to mount this effort It is, in fact, part of our recommendations that DHHS consider extending
additional financial support to the voluntary standards groups, such as the Work Group and MHSIP,
which have emerged in the behavioral health arena. These groups have developed some of the data
content and guidance that could be used to flesh out the proposed regulations. We believe they can
provide significant assistance in the implementation of the administrative simplification data sets and
accompanying regulations. They will require additional support, however, to complete the job and
provide you with useful information. We urge you to contact Dr. Ronald Manderscheid of SAMHSA for
more information about these groups.

We believed, going into our meeting to review the proposed regulations, that we would have only the
one-day. At the end of that day, we got news of the extension for comment. We were able to mount
some additional volunteer help after the meeting, but again, absence of advanced notice hindered our
ability to muster additional assistance.

Thus due to time limitations and lack of paid staff we had to pick and choose priority areas for comment.
We divided ourselves into three groups and each group reviewed a different section of the regulations or
covered a topic related to it. The groups prioritized and selected their top three issues for comment. We
added additional groups to focus on technological and consumer perspectives of the regulations. The
attached comments reflect our collective efforts.

Please be advised that our group would be happy to serve you by providing additional guidance and
support if you request this help and can convene a meeting to facilitate this knowledge exchange.
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Setting a Context: Our Perspective of the Issues

It is our belief that most participants in the behavioral health and human services fields are relatively
unaware of HIPAA and the implication of the Administrative Simplification Act on their work. This is,
in part, due to the emphasis in the Act on physical health information and a misunderstanding of the scope
of the covered end users. As a result, behavioral health and human services professionals have not
believed this Act will effect them.

Given that implementation of this Act will effect their work, we implore you to incorporate into the
language of the proposed rule attention to the need to fully educate all stakeholders, including providers
and consumers of allied health, human services and behavioral health services, about the requirements of
the Act. We believe it is with in your purview and that of ASPE to require education of these sub-
sectors.

The White House Conference on Mental Health; the Surgeon General’s report; Mental Health Statistics
1998 and other forms of federal guidance have marked the simple and grave need to meet the
comprehensive health needs of residents in the U.S., including their behavioral health and human services
needs. The Administrative Simplification Act is intended to create efficiencies in our health care delivery
systems and enable us to gather data needed to determine best practices. Given that best practices can
only be determined via a comprehensive understanding of all of the intervening variables affecting one’s
health it is imperative that the privacy rights of all individuals, including those recipients of behavioral
health and human services be delineated within these regulations.

Members of our community have made repeated efforts (via testimony to NCHVS) to educate decision-
makers about the need for behavioral health and human services parity within HIPAA and the
Administrative Simplification Act, with minimal success.

We believe that perhaps one of the biggest and most egregious errors made with the HIPAA itself,
separate and apart for the privacy regulations, was the inadequate attention to the overlap of health
information within other behavioral health human services record keeping systems. Due to this oversight,
its proposed implementation milestones articulate a business model for this nation’s health care system
that is not coordinated, not comprehensive, and not responsive to consumer needs. It leaves out core
pieces of their health related needs, including behavioral health and human supports. This seems to
have reduced the scope of the data exchange protocols and the privacy regulations to a technology
plan that is mapped to an inadequate business model; one that places the needs of the consumer to
control his/her health information in last place. We urge you to move consumer concerns to the
forefront of your agenda by incorporating mechanisms for consumers to read, write on and access
their records at any moment in time. We also respectfully request that you include more far-
reaching recommendations for consumer education about their privacy rights. Furthermore, we
implore you to mandate informed consent standards for every transaction of individually
identifiable information. This is possible to do with a keystroke today. This will not place any
undue burden on the provider or consumer and it will increase consumer confidence and
participation in their own health maintenance.

We firmly believe that it is necessary to ensure privacy via both technological and legal or regulatory
solutions. The proposed privacy regulations should incorporate additional attention to potential
technological solutions for securing the record and at a minimum more heavily reference the new
HCFA guidelines for use of the Internet to exchange health related information.
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We also believe that technology plans should mirror good business models. Most of our comments are
rooted in our dire concerns about the absence of attention to that comprehensive business model. We
believe you have done the best you could to build guidelines to mirror the business model you were
forced to work within; not the one that would truly create efficiencies among and between the multitudes
of service delivery systems for which you have oversight responsibility. Our comments reflect different
perspective of service delivery systems and their business models as well as the privacy issues inherent to
stakeholders in those systems. We believe in parity and the full integration of behavioral health and
human services. In this day and age virtual integration is more likely than full services integration;
making the guidelines in the Administrative Simplification Act all the more potentially powerful.

To that end, we urge you to adopt a more comprehensive approach to these privacy regulations;
extending them to at least all departments and divisions of DHHS.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RULE

I .  B a c k g r o u n d

A. The Need for Privacy Standards”

There clearly is a need for privacy standards. As we stated in our cover letter, we want to thank
you and staff for meeting the deadlines and requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996. We share your concern about the limitations inherent to a regulation
promulgated by DHHS and will do our part to urge congress to pass more comprehensive and
enforceable privacy legislation, in keeping with the true initial intent of HIPAA.

In the proposed rules you state: “In order to receive accurate and reliable diagnosis and treatment
patients must provide health care professionals with accurate detailed information about their
personal health, behavioral health and other aspects of their lives.” The spirit of this comment is
one of inclusion and comprehensiveness and one we appreciate. We respectfully request that you
carry this spirit throughout the regulations. Additionally, we request that you attend to privacy
rights from the perspective and vantage point of the consumer above all else.

Please develop more detailed guidance about the technological solutions for ensuring privacy
and confidentiality (such as encryption and firewalls).

We urge you to move consumer concerns to the forefront of your agenda by incorporating
mechanisms for consumers to read, write on and access their records at any moment in time. We
also respectfully request that you include more far-reaching recommendations for consumer
education about their privacy rights. Furthermore, we implore you to instate informed consent
standards for every transaction of individually identifiable information. This is possible to do
with a keystroke today. This will not place any undo burden on the provider or consumer and it
will increase consumer confidence and participation in their own health maintenance.

In the background section, the Proposed Rule asserts “The expanded use of electronic information
has had clear benefits for patients and the healthcare system as a whole.” To date there has been
no systematic study of the actual benefits and harm of this development. Certainly there have
been benefits to the health care providers and this proposed law paves the way for the rapid
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expansion of access to electronic health records by health providers and third parties. However, in
fact, there has been considerable anecdotal information as to both benefit and harm. Further, the
proposed rule claims that use of electronic information has helped to improve the quality of care
delivered in the U.S. This remark is also unproven and any statements that claim the value of
electronic information systems must do this with great care and acknowledge the lack of proof for
this contention. Yes, it could have both benefits and improve the quality of health care but this is
a promise that is contingent on the development of other social forces such as the growth and
empowerment of health consumers-particularly their ability to access, understand, and provide
feedback regarding health information-and the implementation in both the spirit and the law of
the proposed rule under consideration. We question whether the use of these standards will “most
clearly benefit patients” as stated in the proposed rule without more attention paid to the real
concerns of health consumers for protections that go beyond what is currently proposed. The
flawed but pervasive assumption of HHS that electronic access by the health providers and third
parties is both a public good and inevitable must be addressed in order to begin to move towards
support of protections and rights not deemed practical in the proposed law. In order to truly
understand the perspective of the health consumer as this proposed law claims to appreciate, we
recommend that you review the chapter in the book Privacy and Conzdmtiality  in Mental Health
Care by Dr. Jean Campbell entitled “Consumers’ Perspective of Confidentiality and Health
Records” which is enclosed in the appendices of these comments.

Ultimately Americans want to be genuinely protected and their individual medical privacy
enhanced through the enforcement of long established privacy principles based on constitutional
and statutory law, common law, the Hippocratic oath, the canons of medical ethics, and common
sense.

B. Statutory Background

Relationship to State Laws (160.202)
We strongly urge the Administration to maintain the requirements that these federal rules
supersede weaker state laws, but that they not preempt more privacy-protective state laws.

However, we are concerned about the provisions that permit states to receive a waiver of these
standards on the grounds that a weaker state law is needed to improve program efficiency or
effectiveness. If states are allowed to retain their weak privacy laws too easily, citizens in these
states would not benefit from the federal rules. We oppose such a waiver. If there is to be a
waiver for such purposes, however, then at the very least the process must be open for public
participation. Members of the public, health care providers and other interested parties should be
able to submit their comments on a state’s request to retain weak privacy laws. HHS should
consider these comments in making its decision whether to grant the waiver, and should also
consider the impact of the waiver on quality of care or access to care.

Section 160.203(a)(l)(iv)  and(d) should be deleted

The carve out for public health is tine as long as it is not used as a loop hole to gain access to
otherwise protected information. Section I definitions does help define what type of state laws to
be preempted are contemplated.

The issue of how to propose culture would operate relative to specific state laws is very
important. Clearly it requires review by people in your group familiar with security privacy laws
in the state and whether or not they provide more protection than the proposed regulation.
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C. Consultations
The proposed rule states that The Congress explicitly required the Secretary to consult with
specified groups in developing the standards under sections 262 and 264. Section 264(d) of
HIPAA specifically requires the Secretary to consult with the National Committee on Vital and
Health Statistics (NCVHS) and the Attorney General in carrying out her responsibilities under the
section. You also describe the groups you did engage in the key informant process. We were
proud to be included in some phases of this process. Yet we are concerned that the voice of
behavioral heath and human services has not yet been incorporated into these regulations as fully
as we would like and that the behavioral health standards consumer groups have not been as
actively involved in the process as they could be. Please develop, with the guidance of
experienced persons, more detailed privacy regulations and data sets that arc specific to
behavioral health and human services aspects of integrated health care systems.

D. Administrative Costs
No comment

E. Summary and Purpose of Proposed Rule And II. Provisions of Proposed Rule
We found that many of the issues we found with the proposed rule were embedded within the
context of the provisions therefore we have consolidated OUT comments for these sections into one
unit.

We want to be perfectly clear that we fully support extending this regulation, and hopefully more
comprehensive legislation, to other areas of DHHS and paper records, facsimile transmission and
all transactions of health, behavioral health and human services information

Children And Adolescents Sec. 160.202
We support the wording of the regulation as it stands. We agree that adolescents and certain
other youth deserve protection from the disclosure of some specific health care information to
parents, but there needs to be uniformity of regulations among states. We would propose federal
regulations governing disclosure of certain information about minors to parents, in order to gain
uniformity of regulation and protection.

On the other hand, when this information is not disclosed to parents, there should be immunity
from suit on the basis of the information withheld from parents.

This entire area needs study on a national level

Definitions (160.504)

individual
The Preamble stipulates that when an individual is legally incapacitated, others making health
care decisions for the individual may access the individual’s records specifically, that a person
informally designated as the patient’s health care decision-maker may access the record.
However, the language in the proposed rule itself refers only to those who have been given power
of attorney and omits reference to informal decision-makers, health care agents or health care
proxies appointed through an advance directive. Section 164.504 of the rule should be amended
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to include individuals acting as health care agents or health care proxies under the terms of an
advance health care directive in the definition of “Individual” (paragraph (l)(i)).

Protected Health Information
The proposed rule excludes from protection all identifiable health information of inmates of
correctional facilities and detainees in detention facilities, including individuals who have been
released. Many individuals with serious mental illness come in contact with criminal justice
authorities as a result of behaviors stemming directly from their illness; these provisions will
cause serious problems for them. Furthermore, many inmates also suffer from ATOD addictions
;these provisions will cause serious problems for them too.

The rule is too sweeping in its exclusion of jails and prisons from its privacy protections. Access
without consent may be acceptable for some purposes but it is not universally acceptable. For
example, it is appropriate to share health care information with other medical facilities when the
imnate is transferred for treatment. There can also be reasons not to share information with the
individual in the cases cited in the Preamble regarding transfers and other specific correctional
facility activities.

However, blanket authorizations for fishing expeditions by jail personnel at the time of arrest and
prior to conviction are not appropriate. Individuals have the right to privacy concerning their
medical records and the right not to identify themselves as having a mental illness, particularly if
they believe this will put them at risk (from other inmates or from discriminatory actions by
jailers) while in a detention facility. In order to treat mental illnesses in jail, correctional officials
could screen for mental illness but they should then seek authorization to access appropriate
records for individuals who wish to be treated in jail. Individuals who are not a danger to
themselves or others have the right to refuse treatment and to refuse access to their private
medical records.

In addition, jails and prisons should not share private medical information of discharged
individuals. This may seriously impair an individual’s rehabilitation into society. Disclosing the
fact that an individual was treated for mental illness while in jail could result in significant further
discrimination against the person in attempts to reestablish him/herself in the community.

This definition should be amended to delete the exception for jails and prisons and to substitute
language allowing certain information in certain specific situations to be considered unprotected
health information (as per discussion above).

Treatment
The definition of treatment includes case management and disease management programs. There
are many forms of disease management, but some can result in the sharing of information in ways
that are not privacy-protective (such as leaving messages on an answering machine that a
psychotropic medication prescription has been renewed). Specific protections are needed against
certain aspects of disease management, at least for highly sensitive areas.

Appropriate sections should be amended to require plans to ensure that case management and
disease management are conducted in a manner fully protective of individual medical privacy and
to require plans to take steps to ensure that unauthorized individuals will not, as a result of such a
program, be given access to protected health care information.
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Sec. 164.504, (c)(ii)

We agree with the sentiment, but it needs rewording for clarification

164.506(a) “General Rules: Treatment, Payment and Health Care Operations”

We oppose the provision that a covered entity be permitted to use or disclose protected health
information without individual authorization for treatment, payment, or health care operations. We
question the assumption that requiring authorization would be unrealistic in an increasingly integrated
health care system, but we point to the rapid advance of information storage and retrieval systems that
could allow for new technological methods to ease the time and burden for gaining authorization. The
requirement for separate authorization would not necessarily delay and impair care if methods to gain
authorization were encouraged to develop. Allowing wide access without authorization in the
treatment, payment and health care operations could certainly cause substantial harm to individuals
and undermine the entire effort to enhance privacy protections for individuals.

What is particularly troubling is the inclusion in this exemption of internal quality oversight review
and outcome performance of providers participating in their network when authorization would be
relatively easy to obtain. These quality oversight functions have not proven to this date to greatly
enhance the quality of health care delivery. In fact, protecting the rights of individuals to access to
such reports which is not guaranteed by this proposed act may be a more reliable way of insuring
health quality.

We are also concerned that covered entities could make disclosures to non-covered entities for
payment purposes and the proposed rule to protect confidentiality ends. Certainly health consumers
should be notified if such a transfer is made as a minimum protection to the individual. Then the
individual could monitor the frequency of such disclosures, the protections of the non-covered entity,
and could decide if they would withdraw consent for use of their records in this manner. Even more
desirable, would be the requirement that under no conditions should such data be transferred to non-
covered entities with authorization of the health consumer.

Comments On “Uses And Disclosures With Individual Authorities”

WARNING: We believe that the potential abuses of the regulations governed in this section present
potentially serious conflict of laws, and erosion of privacy and individual rights.

Permitted uses include, “Disclosures and uses for judicial and administrative proceedings”--

( W )

This section is worded too broadly and conflicts with statute, case law, and published ethical
guidelines of various organizations and professions. This section should be much more strictly
worded to protect the privacy and established evidentiary  privileges. Additionally, due process rights
need to be afforded. Finally, under subsection (i) the order must be a lawful one issued by a court and
subject to jurisdiction with notice to the individual.
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Exceptions Introduction to Uses and Disclosures without Individual Authorization

Generally, disclosure without authorization needs to be limited to the most extreme circumstances.
Further it must recognize existing protections that relate to privacy, privilege and confidentiality.
This section appears to be trying to supersede much existing law that better protects the rights of the
individual.

Law Enforcement

In terms of disclosure to law enforcement, law enforcement should be required to obtain a court order
with notice to the individual for the disclosure of covered information. Prior to ordering the release
of such information, the court should review the record in camera to determine its relevance and
balance the individual’s right to privacy and due process against the law enforcement agency’s need to
know.

There should be specific civil and criminal penalties for unauthorized release of medical,
substance abuse, psychiatric, or other health core information that results in:

1, Denial of employment
2. Discrimination in the provision of health care
3. Discrimination in housing

(c) We propose that it be clearer that these investigations be specific to the health care system, not to
include other possible criminal or civil actions.

(f)(C) This section is not acceptable in that it appears to supersede areas of criminal law, rules of
evidence and civil procedure. This section needs to be rewritten in consultation with the bar.

(2) Release of “Limited information for identifying purposes” should be much more broadly
protected. Can police, for example, release information that a celebrity is in a substance abuse
treatment program without fear of sanction?

Law Enforcement - a consumer perspective

The proposed rule, while it creates the illusion of legal barriers before records may be provided to law
enforcement, establishes no meaningful legal process. Law enforcement agents may issue written
demands that will require doctors, hospitals and insurance companies to provide individual,
identifiable health care records. Although the written demand must assert the relevance and
narrowness of the request, there is no requirement for judicial review of those assertions and no
mechanism for the individual to contest this disclosure.

Another provision in the rule allows release of patient information whenever the police are trying to
identify a suspect. This would allow all computerized medical records to be used by the police as a
database, through which they may browse at will to seek matches for blood, DNA or other personally
identifiable health traits. Substantial revisions are needed to this section of the rule. In all instances, a
judicial procedure should be required before law enforcement officials can access identifiable medical
records.
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+ Minimum Necessary Use and Disclosure (164.506(h))

Limiting disclosure of information to only that required to accomplish the intended purpose
should not be qualified by taking into account “practical and technological limitations.” It may be
quite difficult or more expensive to limit access to the full medical record, or to portions thereof.
However, for certain highly sensitive areas of health care, higher levels of protection need to be in
place. It is not necessary, for example, for a physician treating an individual for a foot problem to
know that the individual has been in psychotherapy.

Health plans should “consider” the need to have higher protections for certain very sensitive
areas of medical information, such as mental health or sexually transmitted diseases. It is
extremely important that providers and plans give consideration to the fact that certain highly
sensitive information requires exceptionally high standards of confidentiality. Section 164.506(b)
should be amended to require health care organizations to consider whether unique authorization
requirements should be established for highly sensitive information, including information about
HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases, reproductive health, genetic information,
abuse and neglect, drug and alcohol abuse and mental health.

+ Right to Restrict (164.506(c))

While we strongly endorse the language in the proposed rule granting individuals the opportunity
to request additional privacy protections from their health care provider or plan, this needed
protection as determined by the health consumer is dependent upon cooperation from the provider
or plan.

Therefore, it will only allow certain individuals in particular situations to secure desired
protections for their individual health records. Without receiving the desired protections,
including an informed consent protocol, an individual is forced to chose between receipt of
services and waiver of rights, For example, health consumers should not be forced to give
insurers blanket access to medical information in exchange for health coverage. There is no place
in this proposed act that would allow consumers to “opt out” of an electronic record system (i.e.,
the organization would keep a person’s health records in paper form with some limited
exceptions). Researchers have argued that incomplete data and therefore bias would then be
introduced into outcome studies if this option were provided. However, this claim is not based on
any field research that would determine how many consumers would opt out, or whether the
number would be constant, based on respondent bias, or reflective of organizational policies that
would cause consumers to mistrust the protections in the electronic information system. If the
consumer believes that the benefits for inclusion outweigh the dangers, and if the consumer trusts
the organization to keep medical records secure, then few would take the option to stay out of the
electronic information system. To leave it up to the provider to decide whether protections
desired by consumers are acceptable undermines  the principle of “informed consent” and
introduces coercion into the process.

It is also important that this provision include the right of individuals who are paying directly for
their care to request that there be no sharing of their health care information. Many persons pay
out-of-pocket for mental health services for this very reason, and should continue to be able to do
so.
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There needs to be specific, severe civil and criminal penalties for:

a. Inappropriate disclosure of covered information
b. Coercive methods of obtaining authorization

The information released in these records must be much more strictly regulated. It must not
include, for example, data about biological fluids, such as genotype or genetic risk data; EEG,
EKG; neuroradiologic  data; and other similar test data. This includes test data not normally part
of an administrative health record. These data must clearly be regulated by other rules.

There also needs to be a private right of action in order to enforce these privacy and
confidentiality regulations.

These regulations create a less stringent standard for health care information for children and
adolescents than is covered by the Family Educational Right and Privacy Act (FERPA). We
suggest that where there are several levels of confidentiality protection, that the stricter levels of
protection apply (e.g. these regulations vs. FERPA).

******AdvancedDirectives*********

There should be provisions for Advanced Directives, so the individual can designate those who
have access to his health care records. These provisions should protect the health care records of
the individual from unauthorized access.

********Over-riding theseprotections**********

In the event of a national or regional health care emergency, there should be a provision allowing
for a Presidential declaration to suspend these regulations, This declaration should include a
complete scope of the suspension, and a date specifying its termination.

These regulations should be extended to include all persons within the contiguous United States,
including foreign nationals and illegal immigrants.

Uses and Disclosures for Which Individual Authorization is Required(164.508)

+ Employer Access

Additional protections are needed to prevent harmful employer access to employees’ medical
records.

Supervisors should not have access to this information. It is particularly important to extend the
scope of the regulations’ protections to all employers and to cover workers’ compensation records.
The Administration is urged to develop legislative recommendations for Congress in this area,
since the scope of its authority is too limited to deal with the issue appropriately.

+ Individual Authorization (164.508(a)(2))

We strongly support the part of the rule that requires specific individual authorization before
personally identified health care information may be used or disclosed for purposes other than
treatment, payment, health care operations and certain limited other circumstances, such as public
health and research. In particular, it is extremely important to require specific authorization
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before this information is used for purposes of marketing or commercial gain or fund-raising.
However, there is significant commercial gain from use of health records to leverage coverage,
determine cost-effective procedures, market services based on satisfaction and other studies, and
to even profit from both the sale of outcome management systems and outcome data that bench-
marks performance. Consumers rightly feel that their health care experiences are really viewed as
raw data that can be mined, processed, and sold by entrepreneurs, corporations, and academia
without much concern for the welfare of the individual. In fact, it is rare when consumers are
reimbursed for the burden of answering hours of questions for quality management or outcomes
research.

Therefore, while this proposed rule appears to protect consumers from commercial exploitation, it
ignores some of the most profitable uses of health information. For this reason, among others,
informed consent should be required for such research and information control and monitoring
activities.

+ Consent for Treatment, Payment and Health Care Operations (164.508(a)(2)(i)(A)

Individuals should retain the ability to consent to who will see their medical records. Under the
proposed rule, individual consent is not required for purposes of treatment, payment or “health
care operations.” As a result, consent would not need to be given for medical records to be used
and disclosed for a broad array of purposes. Consent for the use and disclosure of records is
almost always required today, so the proposed rule represents a significant change.

At the core of privacy protection that health consumers want is informed consent to control the
use of their records, They want the sharing of health information to be voluntary. Some have even
recommended that those groups of people, who risk great personal harm if their health
information is revealed, should not have their records included in any system of electronic
records.

Without specific informed consent, it is imperative that clinical records should not be
retrospectively integrated into an electronic information system as currently occurs. While it is
correct that current authorizations are coerced, in the sense that an individual must provide
consent before being accepted into treatment, it is wrong and should be remedied by this
proposed act, not accepted as standard practice. An important principle is violated if this consent
is not requested, and to avoid coercion, the proposed law should provide the “opt out” choice for
consumers. Then the regulations would establish a clear right to privacy and would provide that
the individual has the right to control his or her medical record information.

Also, signing an authorization helps consumers to understand their privacy right and to consider
privacy issues, Since the rule requires a notice of privacy practices, it would be a relatively simple
matter to require that individuals be required to sign the notice so as to indicate their consent.

Section 164,508(a)(2)(i)(A) and (a)(2)(iv) should be amended to require formal, signed consent
for the sharing of medical records information for purposes of treatment, payment and health care
operations.
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+ Exception for Psychotherapy Notes (164.508((3))

We support limiting access to psychotherapy notes without specific consent from the individual,
but the rule should make clear that it is the information contained in psychotherapy notes that is
being protected, not merely the “notes” themselves. The protection for psychotherapy notes will
not be meaningful if health plans can demand the same information in a different format.

Section 164.508(a)((3)(i)(A) should be amended to make it clear that the information described in
the rule as being appropriate for inclusion in psychotherapy notes may not be disclosed, either by
sharing the notes or by transmitting the same information in another format.

+ Additional Categories of Disclosures (164.510)

The Preamble requests comment on whether additional categories of disclosures are permitted
under proposed 164.5 IO for which the disclosure of psychotherapy notes (and the information
therein) without specific individual authorization would be appropriate.

The limitations on access to psychotherapy notes should be extended to public health, oversight,
next of kin and judicial and law enforcement. There is no good rationale for these notes (or the
information therein) to be shared for any purpose, unless the individual so desires. These
represent the personal notes of the provider concerning extremely sensitive information. The
essential medical information on the individual is included in the medical record. If individuals
are aware that such information can be shared so widely, it will likely destroy the therapeutic
relationship.

+ Public Health (164.510(b))

As stated above, psychotherapy notes (or the information therein) should not be released for
public health purposes.

+ Judicial and Administrative Proceedings (164.510(d))

The regulations provide no meaningful privacy protections for civil litigants. No judicial review
is necessary before one party to litigation subpoenas the other party’s medical records based on an
assertion that the adverse party’s medical condition or history is at issue in the litigation. No
notice need be given to the individual before disclosure occurs. As in the law enforcement
context, see below, judicial review and notice to the party whose records are at issue are essential
to protect privacy. As stated above, psychotherapy notes (or the information therein) should not
be released for judicial and administrative proceedings.

l Governmental Health Data Systems (164.510(g))

There is a broad exception in the regulations that permits health care providers to disclose
medical records to government agencies or private entities acting on behalf of agencies, for
inclusion in a government health data system. While such systems may initially be established to
support “policy, planning, regulatory or management functions authorized by law,” as the
regulations state, government data are notoriously susceptible to expansion and abuse. For
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example, there is an eagerness by those in politics to reveal personal health information to gain
advantage, and instances in which privacy protections have been put aside in the service of public
policy are not new. This proposed act might well allow federal and state agencies the very type of
access that once was gained only through covert activities.

Under these regulations, consumers faced with the realization that government agencies have
access to their entire medical history will engage in the same privacy protection behaviors (e.g.,
not seeking treatment) that give rise to the need for regulations in the first place. Therefore,
section 164.510(g)  should be amended to narrow the access without consent for purposes of
government data systems; individuals should be provided specific information on such uses and
should be able to grant or deny consent.

+ R e s e a r c h  (164.510(j))

We strongly endorse the extension of the common rule to privately-funded research, which will
provide the same measure of privacy protection for individuals participating in private research as
is now required for government-sponsored research.

If outcome studies and other services’ research activities were required to have the same human
subject protections as other forms of research, then individual benefit, not public benefit, would
have to be weighed by the consumer against potential risks of data collection in an informed
consent protocol. It is for this reason that we strongly urge the proposed act to support the
requirement of covered entities to have an IRB or privacy board review their administrative
procedures for both research and evaluation or quality control monitoring through data records.
This requirement would not necessarily hinder these activities (except where privacy protections
are not provided), but make them more responsive to the needs of health consumers for privacy.
Further, with IRB oversight shared by community membership, especially by members of
stigmatized or underrepresented groups, the interests of a data review panel would be broadened
and become responsive to the health privacy needs of individual consumers rather than health
organizations and research institutions.

A consumer researcher perspective
However. we au&ion  the reasons for exemutine  outcomes research and other forms of quality. -
review from gaining consent to use health data. Probably the most disturbing claim to override
consumers rights to confidentiality is the need for outcome studies. Such studies not only involve
the use of records without consent, but may also require recipients to fill out intrusive
questionnaires as a condition of their treatment. Consumers question the value of this type of
research or performance monitoring. We wonder whether system values-in this instance, the
claim of researchers to be able to lower costs and identify more effective treatments-trump the
value of respect for individual autonomy. In response to Nazi atrocities in the conduct of human
experimentation, the Nuremberg Code proclaimed as its first principle that “the voluntary consent
of the human subject is absolutely essential.” A person should be able to exercise free choice
without intervention of any element of force or coercion in the use of medical information
gathered through access to electronic patient records.
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Rights and Procedures for Access for Inspection and Copying (164.514)

. Disclosures Reasonably Likely to Endanger Life or Physical Safety (164.514(b)

We do not support the provision allowing plans and providers to deny requests for inspection or
copying of a person’s own record only if the inspection or copying endangers the life or physical
safety of any person when the person requesting access is the health consumer. It is hard to
conceive of situations where receipt of individual health information by that individual would
create a life-threatening situation.

Further, this exemption appears to undermine the voluntary participation in an electronic
information system and consent protections advocated for in other portions of these comments.
While we commend the Administration for granting individuals with mental illness the same right
of access as other individuals, the proposed rule currently permits any health care professional to
deny a person access to his or her own record. We strongly oppose this approach since mental
health professionals readily and easily use the “mental illness” of the individual as a reason to
deny access. Therefore, much that is both incorrect and stigmatizing continues to appear in the
records of psychiatric patients supported only by the subjective impressions of the provider. If the
act is to be truly responsive to individuals to access their own health data and an important means
to correct abuse and misinformation, why would the proposed act rely on the medical community
to prohibit individual access?

We also oppose the proposed act’s decision to encourage covered plans and providers to institute
a system of appeal related to denial of inspection and access, but its unwillingness to require it by
regulation. Without regulation, it is hard to imagine that covered entities will voluntarily oblige
denied consumers with a mechanism for overturning such decisions. Further, an exhaustive
accounting of all uses and disclosures to individuals upon request seems not to really be
burdensome with the capabilities of electronic information systems to collect and report such
information. How would health consumers be able to judge the appropriate use of their protected
health information without such an itemized disclosure?

Notes On Administrative Burden

Privacy Official 164.518(a)

The person designated to be responsible should be high enough in the management to wield
appropriate influence. Also, the person designated should meet some minimal standard (such as
attendance at private, government, or state training) within a certain time frame of the regulations
taking effect (12-l 8 months, for example). There also should be a C.E. requirement (4-8 hrsiyear).

Training 164.518(b)

Staff turnover is fairly rapid. Therefore, two four-hour live presentations or a review online taking
approximately 2 hours/year seems more practical and effective. Low level staff where turnover is
highest may have a greater potential for unauthorized disclosure.

Safeguards 164.518 (c)

This section is fairly vague. There needs to be some threshold for technical and physical standards
that must be met. Also may want to make some mention of routine review of these 3 areas of
safeguard.
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Verification 164.518 (c)

Some find of PKI credentialing certificate should be required

Whistleblower pg 59990

While somewhat difficult to prevent, malicious disclosure would apply a reasonable person rule that
fraud may have been committed. Limiting the amount of information would require even more of a
judgment call. One last comment is that this would not include possible criminal behavior by to
patient.

Internal complaint process 164.518 (d)

The intelligence community has abused access to information before. To give them an exclusion
repeating access to sensitive information just invites abuse. The unfortunate plunder in the Nixon
administration and the Ellsberg affair, attempting to break into Dr. Fielding’s office and to other
psychiatric records, is an apt reminder that even those at the highest level of government are willing
to abuse citizen’s mental health privacy. Do believe that response to inquiry should be substantive
and timely (e.g., within 60 days. May wish to consider some kind of arbitration)

Sanctions 164.5181~
No comment. Except we would wholeheartedly concur that the severity of the sanction be
proportional to the type of privacy breach and damage or potential damage to individuals.

Duty to Mitigate - 164.518 (t)
No comment.

Policies and Procedures 164.520

An accurate recording of who accessed a person’s tile should be a mandated policy. It would likely
be very helpful to have a privacy board for review and recommendation, but at this point, approval
would give such a board too much power. Recommendation allows more flexibility to the affected
entities, but with this assurance of privacy for our litigious society, a review board’s recommendation
would carry considerable weight.

1 TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS NEEDED To SUPPORT TRUE PRIVACY PROTECTIONS

The proposed regulations reference a written consent to release information. There is no mention in the
proposed regulations of how the written consent and the electronic transfer of data will be coordinated.
Without a mechanism that incorporates the consent into the electronic tile, there is always the risk that
information will be released electronically when the written consent is absent, expired or revoked by the
patient. The proposed regulations should include a requirement to include information about the consent
in the electronic file. The information should include who is providing consent (patient, family,
surrogate), the date of the consent, the expiration date of the consent and the type of data to be released.
By automating the content of the written consent, electronic notification would be possible when the
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consent was due to expire. By including this information in the electronic file, the chance of releasing
unauthorized information would be lessened.

The proposed regulations should require all entities that transmit data electronically to maintain
computerized logs of the data transmittal including the date, time and destination of the data. Data should
only be transmitted from one individual to another individual. This will provide for accurate audits and
accountability. Each organization should be required to also maintain electronic logs of access to the data
internally by their employees or contractors. Confidentiality statements should be signed by all entities
that will have access to the data, whether the access is internal or external. An organization should be
required to not only provide training to its employees on confidentiality and privacy, but also provide the
same training to any intended recipient of the data.

The unique individual identification number should not be the Social Security Number. The Workgroup
is opposed to the use of the Social Security Number as a unique identifier. Due to the highly confidential
nature of health data, the use of such a common identifier would undoubtedly lead to unauthorized access
to an individual’s health data. Of even more concern would be the capacity to link an individual’s health
data with other personal data that also uses their Social Security Number as an identifier. Individuals
could face denial of health care coverage or employment if their health data is indiscriminately
disseminated. The media has repeatedly reported on the ease with which an individual’s most personal
information can be accessed, often by linking the name and Social Security Number. The research
community should be tasked with developing a new unique identifier in concert with the standards groups
and other interested parties. The unique identifier should be constructed in such a way that prevents its
being linked to any other electronic data about an individual. Then even if it is compromised, other
personal data about an individual could not be linked to their health data.

The proposed regulations do not address who owns the health data that is to be shared. Does the
individual own his/her health data or does it belong to the entity that is maintaining it? Is the content of
the health record owned by the individual? The World Health Organization has long proposed that the
individual is the owner of their health data irrespective ofthe media on which it is stored.

CONCLUDINGRECOMMENDATIONSANDCONCLUDINGCOMMENTS

I. Please know that we will do all we can to encourage congress to pass comprehensive privacy
legislation.

2. Please know that we stand prepared to assist you by convening our colleagues from voluntary
standards groups to more thoroughly address the privacy issues of persons who receive behavioral
health and human services. In this same vain we encourage you to extend the purview of these rules
to all of DHHS agencies.

3. Please consider all of the recommendations we have made to ensure direct consumer protections
under these regulations The current proposed rule is not adequate for any consumer; and is extremely
inappropriate for consumers with sensitive information in their heath records

4. Please pay careful attention to the recommendations we made which question the legal validity of
several of the rules with regard to disclosure
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5. Please hear that we do not advocate for the use of patient data without fully informed consent at each
disclosure We believe consumer education about the use of de-identified data for the purposes of
research will go a long way to engaging consumers in this process in a respectful a manner.

6. We strongly encourage you to add specific guidelines to this regulation about technological tools and
resources that can be applied to securing the health record.

7. There must be rules preventing the resale of consumer data without explicit warnings to the consumer
of the risks of allowing this disclosure.

8. We support and specifically request that you extend these rules to paper and any health record, even
anecdotal verbal exchanges.

9. We encourage you and congress to fund and require training and penalty reinforcements. We are
extremely concerned that the absence of funding for these proposed requirements and the monitoring
of compliance or failure to comply will render the regulations meaningless.

IO. Please understand that our comments come in the context of a strong desire to bring the behavioral
health field on par with the that of the health care industry in terms of data and transaction a standards
as well as privacy rules. We request your assistance in notifying ASPE, HCFA, NCVHS of our
interest in partnering with you to mediate these divides on behalf of al consumers of behavioral health
and human services information in this country.
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Consumers’ Perspective of
Confidentiality and Health

Jearl Carnpbdl

Records

.The Ul\ited States has hem propglied irretrievably into an era of
comp~~erc and  electronic networks. With this technology has come
ihe ability and the desire to empla~ it in the health care  field by de-
vcloping databases of medical record.s.  Electronic l~nksgeofn~edlcal
records pron~ises  iwproved  I.BW hvth 81 the system level nnd ni the
individual level of service utilization. Howsver. consumers worry
11181 !b.eir  :uformation  cotlId he misused by both suthorized and
unaulhorizcti users. LVithin [he general debate regarding privacy snd
confidentiality of hea!th records. this chapter analyzes the demands
oi health consumers 10 control the use of their own health data
!vilhin health management information systems.

Tl+E DILEMMA

The develojmenr and ~mplrmentnt~on  of managed health care plans
Zopend 011 ;nIornatlon  about individuals in orde: lo determine who
should be enrolled. to set rates. 10 determine quality and slfective-
ncss of serv:te~. and to engage  in prior and concurrent review. Per.
axul health data have become B refined commodity that has consid.
arable worth in the health care marketplace. Most  important. the
capaciiy to uansmit patienwpecific information within the network
of provider; greally benefiu t~n~unws.  Access to computerized in.
!ormaGon  con integrate individual care rather than ksep each med.
icsl cPisode a discrete. unrelated event (Pnwila.  19961.  For example.
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the name of a perra~~‘s  psychiatrist or medication records could be
available instantly to doctors in a psychiatric emergency room.
even though the individual who is being evaluated might not be
able to provide this information. Also. the repeated collection of a
person’s medical history could be eliminated. saving the staff and
the con~umcr  much time and effort.

However. people care deeply about their medical information.
11 is personal. The risks of exposure of medical records that can pro-
foundly change people’s lives arc multiplying. LVith increasing he-
quency,  the public reads or hears of cases in which individuals
have lost insurance. jobs. and housing or have been subjected 10
public humiliation because of something in their medical records.
“Whether HIV. cancer. diabetes. or some other health problem. corn-
pnnies are using fhe information to decide who gets  hired. fired.
and promoted” [Stanley & Palosky. 1997d).  The follox\,ing incidents
are just a few examples taken  from an in-depth serie::  oi articles on
medical privacy published in The Tampa  7Hbune  (Plxlosiy & Stan.
Iry. 1997s.  1997c:  Sdsy & Palosky.  1997d3:

. A Tampa wmnan  never expected anyone to learn about her ses-
sions  with a therapist, but when she got  hurt in a car accident
and sued. defense lawyrrs claimed that her problems  ‘were  men-
tal. not physical. AI the trial. an attorney read tc, t5e ;ury from
the therapist’s notes  the details of her past emotional problems.
“I looked like a crazy person. and 1 lost the case.” reported [he
woman.

l III California. a stw agency denied a man B job ix part because
he had been treated for depression.

* When Rep. Nydia Velaquer (D-NY) first ran fcr Congress in
1992,  the New York ~osr published details abou:l  her past sui-
cide attempt. She won the election and later sued her hospital
for failing to protect hrrr records.

* The names  of 4.000 people on a Florida state-created list of
AIDS patients were copied from a state computer and mailed to
newspapers.

Inadvertent breaches of confidentiality. health data  searches by
law enforcement agencies. and the myriad al data-asrging octivi-
ties that are taking place have crested B chilling effect on people
who seek medical help. Stigmatized populatiox. such 8s people
with mental illness, HIV/AIDS. or alcohol and substance abuse
problems. we the most vulnerable to violations of health privet)
because the prsctical consequences of being identified are extreme.
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In general. medical privacy issues ai B person who has bipolar dis-
order ao not diifer substantially from those of someone who is HIV
positive, Not only hove such people been victimized by their disk
eil~e. but  (hey also have been  forced 10 confxmt atlendanl  prquda.
discrimina\ion.  and public fear. Uedical  privacy. therefore. looms
over ~i:rir everyday lives and must be Jddressed  within Ihe critical
tonkxt 01civil liberties.

iCCCSj TO D,\TA

I! was no, lung ago that Iransmissioll of a medical record meanl that
the 61,: ~~2s put into a pneumatic lube and sucked aivay 10 another
par1 UI tile hwapilal. Clin~ctnns’  h~ndl~~ritten progress notes. ohlch
~ncu iw,;le kep:  in manila folders in locked file cabinets. are giving
way 10 vast electrontc ~varehuusr~  that store. integrate. and lillk
dgla. 7‘!>s  gro:vth of a national heaith data inirastruc~ure coupled
with t,:chnolagical advances 111 eiect~nnic dala management provide
heal~t:  I:XE systems wilh the rapacity  boll, horizontally and verti.
tally 10 :ntugnhe.  synthesize. and use health information  with few
:wraints [Gustin. Lazznr>ni. Neslund, h Osterholm.  19961. Most ui
this is bring ;Iccomplishcd without  Ihc knowledge or permission of
health cnre rucipien~ (Can:phell  199ib)

Privacy and conjrdenliolit~.  for Ihe individual consumer !)I)-
piles lha~ nuxss IO personal health data  and clinical records is 11n1-
itsd t,, i,lformcd consent.  Ihe la~v. medical ethics. and stale and na-
[ional  policies Ihat prorcc! the cons\bmer.  the consumer’s family.
a,ld L:.L qv!der agencies that co!lect and manage data and clinical
records. However. as the powor  of information systems grows. ethi-
cal, E:mcial. 2nd technological dilemmas emerge to challenge such
pro~cc:iuns.  LMolast people do no! realize who sees their medical data.
Hari~rd law professor Arthur hliller said. “It’s like the genie spring-
ing w:  eui  the bmle. going anywhere on the planet for any purpose
wharsaever” [Slanlsy & Painsky.  199ial. Self-insured employers of-
ten arvitiw medical information such as doctors’ bills and prescrip-
tion records to track their health plan’s expenses. Health mainte-
nance organizations often require detailed data about parienls
bafarc  ~hev approve ~reaunen,.  In some  states. regulators collect so-
cial ;ecur;ty  numbers ISSNs) and other data about every person
who anrcrr B hospital or an alcohol/drug treatment center.

I’urthcmmore.  with the emphasis on patient tracking and cons
trolling hsalrh costs through outcome.based decision making. the
potsr;iial  ior misuse of health deta in services research has in-
creased e::o:mously.  Researchers he\,e liberal access  to records. in-
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eluding those of people with stigmatizing conditions. Thz trend to.
ward increasingly rigorous eveluar~on  of services through research
in the community and in inslitutions and the expandir.g intluence
of consumers.  family members, and sdvocntes  in the research end
data collection arena have clouded traditional protections and com-
promised boundaries of taken-for-granted ethical authority and Pro-
tocol (Campbell & Estroff. 19Qs).  Most attention in the Eeld has
been focused on ethical dilemmas in neurobiological  research-
especially experimcnral  psychotropic drug research (Durd. 19Q5:
Weisburd.  tQQ4)--1eavjng prorocols lhat protect data subjects  in a
rrgulntory  gray zone. The important Ethical questions thni bchav
ioral health providers and services researchers now face in their in.
vestigations  have seldom been addressed. and the dara community
has yet to achieve consensut  shoot  standards and policy recom-
mendations (Campbell. 1996b).

As the federal government initiates national medical privacy
standards that can accommodate the new technologies. :t is impor-
tant to recognize that promises of better services are not persuasive
either for the general  Public or for vulnerable popuiar~ons.  In fat!.
the causation among linkage of rscords.  outcomes studies. and
quality of sewicEs  has yet to be proved in the scientific community

Public atlitudes reflect overwhelming suppori for more con-
lrols regarding medical privacy. The 1993 Equiiax Harris Consumer
Privacy Survey (Electronic Privacy Information Center [EPICI.
19991 found that 75% of people in the Uoiled Slates  worry that
medical information from n computerized national henlth informa-
tion system will be used  for many  nonhealth mesons.  a:ld 38% arc
very concerned. Although most said that it ws  important Ihat indi-
viduals have the legal right to obtain B copy of their o~vn medical
ruwrd.  85% believed that protrxling the collfidentiaiilr of medical
records  is “absolutely esscn~~al”  or “very important” in health care
retorm: 56% favored new comprehensive logislatioll 10 protect  thr
privacy of medical records. and 64% did not wani medical re-
searchers  to use their records for studies-wen if the individual is
never identified-unless researchers first get rhr individual’s con-
sent. Of those surveyed. 96% supported federal legislation that
would derignate all personal medical information as “sensitive”
and impose penaltics for unauthorized disclosure. The “Live and
La Live” American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) pull in 1091  also
found that 75% oi those surveyed BTB concerned a “great  deal” or a
“fair nmount”  about insurance companies’ putting medical infor-
mation about them into a computer information bank to which
others have XCCSJ  (EPIC. 1999).  Similarly, a 1996 CNN poll found
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that 67% ui Americans believed that patients should be asked
permission every lime any informsriori  about  them is used
(EPIC,  1999).

IL is clear rhac an improperly Ibought  ou!  and implemenkd data
system can result in znvasion of Pilvac\‘. personal SurYeillanC~.
abrrdgmurr  of ctmstiturionai  rights. ~napproprio@ monitoring and
control  oi indivaduels.  and access 10 personal data l-or priwle profit
or ~r:minal  USC.  Reyides anxiety about information leaks.  most  pea-
PIE have a satural relw~snce  IO be :rarLed and  ~~!~r~itored  in the
most persurial  aspects of their ,i!~s. By expand!ng  lhe sto,)e alld ~a-
;jaci!y 0, cleclro~~ic  informel~ol,  sy>telrs. peirunai alilollOlll~ I?
eroded even when records csn be secure~l~  Both of lhese types of
privacy co~~cerns  produce adrew-  medical and  public health  consc.
quunies.  People  do no, 1~11  the whole i\ory ,o doctors when they
fear that they or Iheir friends and rel~t~~rs  will be harmed as a rc-
suit of leais in the health inform~iio~l ststem or thJl “Dig Brother”
IS \uatching. It is tho cxpe~tatiorr  of prirac!, that leads to trust in the
doctor-patient  rclatianshlp Without [he confidence that B physi.
cian wil! ImId private the most  iritima~c facts of a person’s IIre. pa-
:ients do not revcal themselvcs~  Consequcnlly.  treatmr~l,  can ‘be hin-
derri! OI delayed. In testimony to the National Committee an Vital
and  liealth SM~SI~CS  (NCVHS). GKIQ~ Florss. M.D. 119971. a pubI]<:
health professional. stated.

Pubiic health  holds nn ul,ique  porition in BCCC~F  10 and  the need to work
wllh sensihvu client iniormatlon.  In omer  IO be &IQ IO make contact
u,ih parsons having cor>t.agious cmd~tionr  and 10 have Ihe caaper8U0”
and :r>tci of ,he,r mcdica,  pro~,rirrr. ,he door 10 publx health must be
open to sil ca!cgormr  of mdaviduals.  Including  thoFc trho  may be diserl-
van!agcd  by dirclo~urc  of their idantit!~ For the door to bc open.  rhcre
must be public confidence 10 Ihe privac!  and security ai medical inform
mation,  Thir holds true lor medical 8s ocil a> mental health clienls.
choir  medicsI  records. and. in mwy cxer. thelr identilaes,

?.!er.ra! health consumers share sirnil~~  concerns regarding
medical health privacy witI1 those  who have illegally immigrated to
the Eni:ed States. Some people M,ith mental tllness choose lo stay
away horn mental health srrvices because they also fear  that an en-
counter would put themselves. a family member.  or a friend in a
threatening position. They could potentially be stigmatized and the
infonnarion  used against them to deny Icork. custody of children. 01
even frrrdont. ilowcver. not seeking sewices  could cause 8” exacw
bation in symptoms for people with mental illness. putting them
selves and others at risk. The point is [hat lack of privacy assur-
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antes in health data collection has been shown to adversely affect
help-seeking behaviors and. subseqllently. precipiiare public health
problems.

Protectionr  and issues of control of access 10 medical records
are not rigorously evaluated in terms of their impact on health con-
SUINXS.  and consumers’ voicea oflen are not represented when
standards BIG being developed. Health pr:vacy uhimately is a rtrug.
gle owr control OF health records and is mare related to issues oi in-
formed consent and ownership of records [ban to security. What is
ironic is that security cowerns  and recommended protocols for
eklronic her-Ah records restrict consumers’ access lo their own
records but do liltle to control the use of the records in management
infarms~ion systems. In facr. most  efforts IO develop medical pri-
vacy standards in the United States proceed from the assum?!ion
that axes9 by third parties. including Provider networks, billing
companies. law enforcement, and researchers. is necerrary,  and
most protectimls being drafted accommodate demands for data
linkage end transmission.

Beyond  issues of security and conlrc!lsd access 10 medical
records. olher slruggles  are being waged under the banner of mnd-
icsl privacy. Obviously. ideas and pcrspeclives are powerful tools of
both social change and control. especially when they are coupled
with dma. The production al rnedicel informalion has had cons5-
crable influence on determining health policies related 10 [reatment
and EIXL  The corpwrlte  r,nd public behavioral he&h systems :hal
manage medical records may have vested inwres1s  in res!ricting in-
formalion thal reflecrs  negatively on their organizalions. Such data
hsve the potential to validate crilicism of health service delivery
systems, Where data often serve to justify the status quo, issues of
data access and control provide iertile ground for a discussion of
values and the artitudss  and behaviors of profasianals in executing
dero collcclion protocols end dislribuling results of performance-
based sludies (Campbell P: Esrroff.  1995: Petrila. 1996: Wedding.
Topulski. & McCaha.  199s).

If Ihc sense  of whal is right is equivocal and dmlo~ue is ruh-
merged in taken-far.grantcd practices. then who or what policy
mechanisms are capable of defining ethical codes or developing
surveillance systems to monitor discrete behaviors within the daln
collection  process? Wilh privatization of he&h care has come the
weakening of the oversight and regulatory roles of the federal gov-
crr~l~rn(. Furthermore, data conflicts involve complex reciprocal
60~ial and personal relationships. How ore choices negotiated be-
tween individual gain end thegreater good. or individual good and
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the graa:er gain? Do the ends now justify the means 8s efforts IO
manage by ourcomes  suggesr?  Followng  orders of supei~ors  and
sometimes even engaging in unethical behaviors are rewarded in
health care entrepreneurialinm.  whereas whisrle blowing or making
an individunl choice to break an unjust  law spells corporsle deaths

History beaches  that principles of “The Good” or “The Right”
are not necessarily conscns~~al  but  m!her political. They flow from
the top down through the st~e and bureaucratic str~~ctures.  where
they iire codified i,, Inw. contmct  lenguage,  or bccoms pxr of a SC! of
infnrmai protocols.  tlot~~ver. what  ray be most compelling in pre-
scribjng standards of behavior and practice is the weight of aggrc.
galed private dccisbon maklng of middle-levrl managers on public
and corpornte  policies. Private fears and desires for gain or recognl~
tion become 8 Islent infrastructurr,  invisible lo the syslcm at the or-
gsnizat~onal lcvrl but man>fesf  to individual participants as “the
rules of Ihe &unc.”  Prawc~ing medical privacy becomes B colluded
process that 1s situabolul  and self-justifying. Protections and proto-
cols. while grounded in custom and organizational history. are actu.
ally rellectivc of person;ll  acts Expressed as organizational will
[Campbell. 1997al

Mandating privacy protocols and technologies packed with beg
curity iealurrs is useless if people do not aggressively use lhcse
strategies. Although rules and regulations can provide pr~sure  to
control  abuse.  compliance inextricably will be subverted without
the dsvclopment  of B profound respect by all constiluencies for the
va!ue and worth of indi\fiduol  consumers.  One need only to look at
the violaiions of privacy end confidentiality Ihat occur daily from
thr! cavalier ~vay !har  people handle and transmit data within low-
tech  svswms 10 understand the natnx and magnitude of the prob-
lem within elecironic  data infrasrrnctures. Tha nature of privacy
compliance problems arc illustrated in the following account:

Whii* wo kr IMP at P state denortment  of men,al  health,  I encouutcred
2 1” im&te DriYBc”  omtrc-

en

canridrrebie rcsieance when I  atwmptr_  ~~~~~  , ~~,  ran
Cam around the use of a facsimile machine that receivsd consumer-
specific information, hs I walked through the central  offices. I oil
found lists of Ihe names of patienls ai the state hospital  lying in the f.sx
machine or roiled up on the floor. I was the only one  who neemed  to no.
tics or to care. When I recommended that a fax machine dedicated to 18.
ceiving such information be put  in B locked room or that chenl.specific
iniormation  not be transmitted by fax. Ihe only sccommodation  mede
was to place a prxlablc room dwider  around one side of the machine.

~atcr. at a rwscarch institution whew I wm subsequently employed. I
ob,erved  that surveys of menial health con,ume,s with respondent
names  on the cover rhwar were routinely left in plain sight  in on un.
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locked room Again,  I \vas ;he only one W!IO jewned 10 notice or 10
care. I relnindod  people that iniormCd  collseni  of CO~GL~W~MJ  IO p~ticl-
pate  in Ihe survey wn~ n concr~c~  betwean  the rcsp~ndenls  and the rep
sewchorr who promised that  Ihe surveys would  be kept  in a locked
file. Eventoally Ike door  was  lor.ked.  but  when electrical repairs to rke
mom  were mads. a desk frown  that nan with a red file lsheled  “Confi.
denlial  Client Information” sat on Ihe desklop  in the hallwsy  until I fi-
nafly removed rhe file and rook il ID my supervirar. (1.  C>m$zeli. per.
sanal  cbrcrvstion.  1’397)

From such experiences. ens can begin IO recognize that many
people do not connect mentat  health data with individuals. By care-
lessly handling someone> mental health record. people fail to real-
ize that they am treating that person in a disrespectful. dehumaniz-
ing manner. Protection oi privacy and contidentiality  of mental
health data becomes a collecrion of rules and protocols tha! people
begrudgingly folLaw: they are not necessarily vigilant. Perhaps it is
the stigmatized role of c~nsurners and the “them and us” mentality
of professionals that sustain B general lack of genuine concern
wilhin the culture 01 men&J health services research.

The inherent tension aroand  who should have access to hsalt:!
dara  and issues of coniidcntialify  of heallh records lw*e va$t impli-
cations for t.is pruduction  erd disfribuglon  of health information.
but da& collection policies and  prolocols also have an impact on
the develapmenl  of the cultural reference poinls that underlie every
asprct of the personal and social relationships between profession.
als acd conwmers in the dala colicction.  storage. and uriliralion
process. !Jl~imaWy, the so:iaI rrla!ionrhips of health data manage-
ment have Ihe potential to alter the symbolic processes by which a
consumer’s reality is produced. maintained repaired. and trans.
formed.  For this reason alone. rhe righls of consum~n  should be
put first.

CONSUMERISM VERSUS PATERNALISM

‘The  growing lids of lwnlth con$umerism is one of the most corn
pelling forces in carving WI  B role tar mental  hcaltlr W~SUWIETS  in
the pwduc~ion, storage. and use of their health data. It is based on
lho assumption that people who seek health SEWICC~  air oustomo~s
iust as arc people who seek other types of services. The doctor is
perceived to bc the purveyor of a service. and  fhc patient is viswed
as the buyer. The consumer listens fo the thoughts of the provider
but ultimately makes his OI her own decisions. Consumerism im-
plies that values derived from principles ofgood  medical care must
be interpreted and operationalizsd  through reference to the pa-
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Although consumerism has @odically  emerged BI a torte I”
American society.  ifs applicalion in heslfh care draws its root9 from
(wo marketplace trends: consumer rights protecrions.  with ils cow
corns  regarding msnufacturing  and prcduct  safety. and lotal qualily
~,anae_cme~t:.  with i:s focus DLI c~s~omcr  sat~s%.ction. The iormsr is
grounded in individual?’ proiound  dis:rus:i oi the BC~IO~S  and nw-
,.vri ai prw:ders  uf produc!<  and ser~‘~ccs: the la!ler  pio”>ol~s  coltlaboration ‘5elwecn provider and cun~uz~ler  nnd seeks 10 I~“s~L’~T
ru:il q~es:dons  25,  ‘-\Vhn~  do c~htmiei~ prrier?‘  :: is ~mportan!  io
recognize :haI both ircnds emphasize lhr rleed for ~nformali~n that
accomnada:es conformer  r,gh!r  a,lri ,n,erssLs.

Con:ras! rhls vision of col>sltmcrisrn with the iesr. anger. and
sadnrss urlp,I conveyrd wI:e~ prople speak about ti~IoJrllions  IO Ihc
privecy ad cm~fidentiali~y of their cwn hcalrh reuxds.  These expe.
11enr ri j:and 85 8 50busI  critique r,f n?;lnagemen~  ~nfor.nal~an sys
:rms and ccn$umcr  rights ;&r.d prolrctioni  in health services re-
svarch. II is 1101  surpri,ang  that olar~~crr-  end  scientists  have beea>
~~nal~lr  to caps will) groqviug d~inands  !or changes in the data marl.
ag~meni  ?~~CESS,  parlicularl!~ 111ose  :?>a1  c*nle from people with
r!~gn:~\:zirr~ condilians nnd Irml~ thrlr fal:>iiies Paternalnm.  no,
cans\~merism. would appear to remain !hr reigrhillg ethos 111 thr
mx~ag?,nen~  of health mformehon~  The American Psychiatric Asso-
ciati31 has repea:edly lohhicd Collgrrss when health data access
and confidenoality 1egisln:ion 11’8s  bf~ing considered 10 prsvpl~r  a
person’s access lo his or her personal psychiatric  records. Such re.
strictions on access have been Ip.gislaw3 by many  states and are
suppnrrcd ir: Con,Gdenr;al,/l,  ofIndil,:dun:lv-ldenlr~abl~  tirollh ln-
/o,-mc:ion:  flecommendolions  of Ihe Secrerory  af Health and Hli-
mo,,  Srrvic~s. pwsuonr  to sect,or~ ?Gd of rhe H e a l t h  Inruronce
Por:zbilify end .4ccountobili!~  r\cl p! ~9.96  (U.S Dapartroenl  o f
ilealth and Ilumsn Services IDHHS).  ?997!  ,Memsl  health pro&
I:O~RIS fear tha! giving broad access  rights to mental health can-
surners mav pose n danger LO  au individual’s psycholog~cai  health.
.+4  wjlh sc.ie?ce in general. psychiatric researc’r is bound by thr
past and inscrihcd with power. bms. and swwotyp~.  Reform in re-
search methods.  protocols. and human iubiects’ prorecrions  histar>-
call? has been based on the assumpiion  that .,the  expert knowi
best” abour rhe operating prlxipler of research. furthermore. scj-
enll<,s believe that they know the vaI~:es  and prcferencen of their
subjrc\s. that ihey JTB dirinwrested and  objective rvilhotil biases of
their own. and the1  they can choose fw their subjects what Ihe sub-
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jetls would choose for themselves if they had the seme knowledge.
This seduction by authority inevitably influences fu!ure behavior to
mimic current practices and lhus leads to the creatmn  of data proto-
~01~ end protections without  knowledge of hew ~~~surners would
address rhcse issues.

RElFtCATlON  OF SYSTEM VALUES

One of the most disturbing claims to override consumers’ rights to
con6dentiality  is the need for oulcome  studies. Such studies not
only may involve the use ofpsychiatric records without consent but
also may require that service recipients 611  out intrusive question.
naires es a condition of their treatment. Consumers question the
value of this type of research end ask whether system values-in
this instance, the potential for lower costs  and mere effective tress-
ment  modalities--trump the value of respect for individual auton-
omy. In response to Nazi atrocities in the conduct of human experi-
mentation. Ihe Nuremberg Code proclaimed 89 ils first principle
that “the voluntary consent of the human sub;ecl  is absolutely es.
sen~ial” [Katz. 1972,  p. 305).  One of the most  well-respected histori-
cal documents concerning  the we of human subjects in medical re-
ranrch, it requires that “the person shwld be able LO exercise
free choice without intervention ofany element of force or coer-
cioll” (p.  305).  Scientists who justify the widespread use of ouu~rne
s!udics are really amending this fundamental premise of patien:
consent  for research by advancing public goals. If oulcomc studies
and other services’ research sctivities  WOE  included under  human
sttbiects’ protections. then individual benefit--no1 public benefit-
would have to be weighed by the cm~sumer against p3wnfial risk9
0l data collection in an informed consent  protocol.

Fearing loss ofenrollees. ccmtract5.  and public scrutiny. sdmin-
utrators of public and priva!e health delivery systems are claiming
proprietary rights of dnte ownership ID control access 10 iniorma-
lion (Petersen. 199s), Often.  when public agencies and privae com-
panies pay for data collection. Ihey demand the dght to prohibif  the
review or publication of health service system informalion without
their permission.  Slate mental health authorities msy impose simi-
lar limitations on researchers es 10 the presentation. publication. or
review of data, and access 10 services research is denied  to !hc pub-
lic when results ere potentially unlavorable  In there way6. ace-
demic freedom end the public’s right to know~ven  when federal
end state money is used-are silently being undermined by system-
centered cmxerns regarding disclosure of information.
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Finally. there IS an eagerness by those m politics IO reveal per-
sonal henlth iniormalmn to gain advantage. and instances in which
privacy protections have been put aside in the service of public pot-
jcy are not new. This complicates the role of government as the pro-
tector of medical privacy. Consider the case of Daniel E!lsberg (Hay-
den. 1988:  Robitscher.  1981;  World Book Yeor  Book. 1974:  Zinn.
1990) l~he Rrst  public RC!  in the Watergate cover-up wan not Ihe
break~in  a, the Watergare  Hotel. bul a break-in 9 mon:l\s earlier for
psych~arric inforllletion 10 discrcriar El!sberg.  w h o  had turned
agains,  \ne Vietnam War, Ellsberg  had copied volumes  of se< ret De-
fense Departmenr  papers and  made  Illem a!a~lablc  to T!le NEII, York
J,mes :,,hile he was working for the Rand Corporatior.  as 8 govern.
mcni consultant He said that ha reicasrrl !!le infarma!lon because
the ~mcricsn  people  had a right to kno\v about  [he actions of their
gnvernmt-nt~ The Supreme Courr upheld the right of newspapers to
print the m;l!er~sl,  ruling that the government’s attempi Lo suppress
pubhcal!on  was “prior restraint of freedom of the press” rind. therc-
fore. unconstitutional. However. Ellsberg  ivas still indicted for espi-
onage. theft. and  conspirer  .y. Ul~imarelv.  lhc CRSB  was dismissed af-
ter 89 days because of a number of iiolariuns  of procedure.
jncluding  the illegal break-in at IhP ofLce  of Ellsbcrg’r  psychiatrisf~
The judge labeled such behavior as “impruper  government  conduct.
shieided so long from public vie@ that offended “a sense of jus-
!ice” [ilbrld Book Year Book. 1974, p. 3071.

?roposed legislation might well allo~v federal  and stale agen.
ties the vary type of access that once  xvas gained only through
covc:t activities. It has been reported that recommendations by the
Cliniu~,  administrallon regarding msdical prrvacy s\,ould  permi!
heslth care providers and Ihose who pay for such serx?ces  to be ex.
pliciti:; permitted to disclosc health !nformation without authoriza-
lion ivhen tie records are sought by federal or ~mte Investigators.
Furthermore. as part of the Brady Handgun Violence Prevenlion AC!
[199X),  a national computerized background check wiil include act
cess to psychistric hospital records 10 prevent people who have
been hospitalized from purchasing handguns [Applebaum & Mona-
ban. 19941.

because  vested interests. bureaucracies. and corporate entities
have greeter  opporrun~ties  IO affect health privacy policies than do
individuals or public advocacy gro~~ps  (Brcitenstein & Nagel, 1997:
Nagel. 19981.  government agencies are inhibited from rigorously
promoring  standards and pelwlties that give priority !o individuals
to delerminc  appropriate access  and use of medica! information.
The institutions that control informJtion  define by default or feel
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en>porveced  10 ae(armine  eppropriate use and to minimize the COO-
Cernll of pri\.arc cilizens~ C*nraquenlig, &il~nISlr~~OSS  Stlil.6 for as
much access to infsrmntion  as posablc. and data warehauaing and
merging technologies  rapidly develop WI  RIGS the demand.  There 15
little V~SKB~  01 i,,~~nti~~ ID develop syslems that la&tare broad end
nlcaningfvl consonacr  comrol  ul health records. Rather, s~lrvices  re-
search designs and  clcctranic h&:h  infwnalion architecture ore
considered unable to accommodals canhrmer  demands. The cre-
ation of P national review body to provide awrsight  of medicai
records privacy and respond IO health consumer concerns  was re-
iecfed by Ihe Narionai Commiuet:  on Vi&l  end HaaM Smtirtics  in
its recommendations  to the Secre!ery of the DHHS bscause  “no
clear and practical rol~~tio~rr”  (NCVHS. 1997. p. 26)  are o&red as
rationale. rvi:h iittle interroqtion of the underlying sssumprjons  for
his position or alternatives sought.

PUl-llNC THE RIGHTS OF CONSUMERS FjRST

II is evident [hat health  consumers prioriLlzc their needs for cor~~rol
over Iheir personal health records above say needs promulgated 01
the government, rewvchers.  01 priua:e industry. However, when
!he dialogue is shined away !rom individual consumer,<  (0 discus.
sions olpeaple at the sywcm Ieve!. calls far a delicate hzlancing act
~XIWMVI  giving or;anizatjons  whal they I>& lo know and inzfivid.
udl tights repwedly  surfa<% (Gates.  19%:  WS. DHHS.  lW7J.  The
srgurnenf  is that widespread abuse can be con!rrAled  and heslrh pri.
acy can be reguilnted.  When used and secured properly. elecrronic
n~edi~al records can help patienls and  serve the public be&i!.
rf~crefote. privacy rights should wvcr be nbrolute, and policy mak-
en should chart B middle ground between those who wan, ,nfet.
kred XCBIS  nntl those who >vant  strictn: safeguards IU ensure indi-
vidual eon!rol  D’ID~  any use of one’s medical recwd. The probiem is
that Il~c concenx  and solu~ivns of health conswn~rs  as reflected in
thr nwtiouai  pollc.  and  suweyr have wat adequately weighed in on
the &bate.  any abslrac!  balance  I!MI is championed is srriclly in
the eyes of those ‘+I The  Iable,

Rather rhen a shared reality based on market  rolat%ws. dsfa col-
klion ~presents  IWO quite separate worlds. end  the meanings of
Onp ate signiiicantLy  d,fferent  fmm tha othat. Scparalsd  bv ~018 and
furhun  icom the CORWX~~.  both public agencies and pkvste COT.
poralions conrmct  e ratios& !hat tends 10 be an~agonistk  10 indj-
viduel  rights 10 medlral ptivacy.
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What emerges when balancing the rights of health consumers
with the demand for more personal medical data to be stored and
moved  electronically is a turf war over controlling IIUNX beings  I”
a landscape that includes an entire array of options and widely dl-
vergon:  goals and  definitions of fair Information prnc~xes. The same
policies appear  ai positive from one perspective. negative from an-
other Whnn defining the cost and fc;lsibili\y of protections alid
rights. most stakeholders  look a! lhe way it aflecls the syslcm,
r\,hernas  Ihe andi\,idual consumer  will ask. “What does  1, da to m)
Ilk?”

For example. rcscarchers will often proresl when issues rcgnrd-
ing privacy and confidentiality  create barriers to their research but
may reverse  ihrir opinions when health privacy prolect~ons  sllec!
Lhem directly as a health consumer. Consider the following anecdote.

A:, B memhcr  of a group rrvirnjng grant  applications.  I found LhnI  my
perrirtrnl  conwlns regarding  the human subjects’  protr~lions wcrc
met WIIII trrilstion. Howzver.  w1w11 WP discussed B propor. for B dola
warehouse that  wotnid IIAVC direct  impact  on ~hc mcdicsl records  of
some of fhe revirwers ihemelvr,. Iha mood changed  dramalicall~.
(1,  Campbell. perranei  ohrervaiion  April 1996)

in thas case. :IIC rapacity 10 track people  with behavioral health care
problems was considered more importan! to the researchnr  Ihan [he
individual rights of “thus? people” until the issue was made per-
sonai.

Because  people judge  benefit and harm of mcdicsl  information
~ys!ems  by the impact on the quality of their individual I~ves, it is
Ihe individual perspective that needs IO be RI Lhe  core of the debale
on medical privacy. However. individual ccmcern~  are often margin
alized to infrequent opportunities for input at public hearings or
shuffled aside in misdirected letters or telephone calls that go
nowhere.

WHOSE DAI~A ARE THEY ANYWAY!

To empower individual health consumers 10 reposition their con-
cerns within the center of power. it is necessary to introduce 10 the
policy-making process the concept of conwmer  ownership of med-
ical records (Campbell. 199Gb).  Rather than beingregarded as health
partners. consumers feel what  that their mental hralllr experiences
are really viewed as raw data thsr can be mined. processed. and
sold by cntreprsneura. corporations. and  academia WIIIIDU~  much
care  for the welfare of the individual ICampbell. 1996h).  In fact. i! 1s
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rere that consumerr  ere reimbursed for the burden of answering
hours of questions for quality arer:sgement  or outcomes  research,
and they do not share m the profits--whether 6nancial  or profes-
sional. The situation is akin 10 a form of colonialism. Consumers
are treated more like a captive population whose insights and prac.
(ices are considered the property of rhe developer than B market er.
change relationship of customer  and service provider.

In the novel The Deus  Machine, Ovellette (1993)  created a near.
future scenerio of the firsr serious ntrempts  to integrate the govern-
menl’s computer networks and  the reaction from groups concerned
with protecting the individual’s rights to privacy.  That fictional
r1ruggle we6 resolved through legislation thsr declared that per.
sons1  data were extensions of “person” BP deEned  in the Fourth
Amendment to the Bill of Rights. Therefore. health data were pro-
tecled against search and seizure. and officials were required to ob.
tsin e search warrant before linking end integrating data. The eu.
thor  asked the reader to think of health care data as en individual’s
personal effects. es something unique’with  private meaning and
value. rather than BP a s&able commodity belonging to a corporate
or governmental egency.  In the struggle over control of individual
medicsl  records, mental health consumers are beginning  to advencc
proprietary arguments (Campbell. 1996bl.  Although there is es yet
little case law IO support such clsims to data ownership. conrumerr
are engaging the legal system es e means to protect  and control the
use ofprivatc health data, to gain access to and direct the collection
of system-level information. and to share in the profits horn data
production end use. Most inrportanr. they seek B forum to become
leaders in the development of health information system protocols
~IKI protections to accomplish these objectives.

PAVING  THE WAY OR PROTECTING THE INDlVlDUALf

When the Health Insurance Portabilily end Accounlability Act
(HIPAAI of 10% (PI. 104.1911  created portabililyand more coverage
for pwexisting  conditions. it added et the last moment a provision to
fxilitote the computerization of medical records in nation&  dsta-
bases  run by the government and priva<e  corporalions.  Congress.
with the advice of the NCVHS. directed the Secretary of the DHHS to
make “detniled recommendations on standards with respect to ihe
privacy of individually identiflablc health information” in HIPAA.
seclion 264(a). In making those recommendations, the Secretary is
required in scciion 264(b) to address at least the following: “(1) the
rights that an individual who is the subject of individually identifi-
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able information should have: (2) the procedures that should be es-
tablinhed for the exercise of such rights: (3) the uses and disclosures
oi such information that shouid be nuthorizcd or required.”

Since 1997.  the NCVHS has focused almost exclusively on poli-
cles for the us.0 and disclosure of individually idsntrtisble health in-
furmation with requirements to not~ly the health consumer. rrplac-
lng rights of informed cnnsei~t in many instances (U.S. DHHS.
13971.  AS pert of this agenda. it intends 10 impose B unique health
identifier for everyone so that private mcdlcal records can be easily
accessed.  A report titled “Records.  Computers.  and the Rights of
Citizsns”  advised the Depar!n~ent  of Health. Education and \Vellare
more hn 25 pxw ego that.  “1” practirr.  Ihe dangers inherent in cs-
tablishing  a standard universal idenrifier-~~vilhoul  legal and social
safeguards  agamst the abuse of n~,tomated  personal  data systems-
Far outweigh any of its practical l,rllefits” (II..5 Depsrrmcnt  of
Health, Education. and Welfare. 1971) In response to the passage of
HIPAA. Don Haines.  the Legislative Counsel of the ACLU in Wash.
ington, D.C.. has warned. “This bill \\.ill bc remembered by Ametl-
cans  no, as health care rcfornr  but as the thief who s101c  lraln (IS the
privacy we deserve lor our w~sr confidential mcd~cal  information”
(Rosofsky.  1996. p. 21.

PERSON~DRIVEN  PROTECTtONS  OF HEALTH DATA

.\mericans do nor want next rules permitting use end disclosure of
identiticd health information, They want IO be genuinely protected
and their individual medical privacy enhanced through “the en-
forcement of long established privacy principles based on constitu-
tional and statutory law. coinmon law. the Hippocratic oath. the
canons of medical ethics. and common sense” (Health privacy is.
cues. 1997:  Nagel.  1998, p. 1)~ In the computer age. the risks of data
collection cannot be separated from the medical intsrvenfions that
it documents Therefore. polices and procedures for the protection
of human subjects within a health dare system. including the rights
of privacy and contjdentiaiity  in research. evaluation. outcomes
managsment.  and quality nrsursnce. should be mandatsd~  In data
integration activities. human subjects’ protections accorded to re
search subjects should aI50 apply. Fol!oa,ing  are some  of the most
important recommendations advanced by consumers  and advocates
to protect medical privacy. These privacy recommendations have
emerged though consumer focus groups (Consumer/Survivor Men.
tal Health Research and Policy Work Croup. 1992;  Trochim Du-
mont. & Campbell. 1993). consumer.gcnerated State Mental Health
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Agency information
Health Studies. IX.

policy document> IKen~ucky Cenler ior Menral
1998:  Maine Deoxtmenr of Mental Health and

Mental Retardation. 1993). and p&y research LCampbell.  1998).
Although these recommendatioos are particularly critical for pro.
tecling stigmetized  populations, national polls indicate overwhelm-
ing support of all Americans for the protections  discussed here
(EPIC, te991.

Informed Consent

Al the core of privacy protection lhat health comumer~ want is the
concept of informed consent. Conswners  u’ant to conlrol the use of
their recorda  and want the sharing of he&h  informalion to be volun-
tary. Therefore. eny use of medical records in B person-driven sys-
km would require the consent of the consumer. The inclusion of
coneumer  data within electronic databases of unified records or
management  information systems would SISO be voluntary end fol.
low informed consent protocols. Some advocates have suggested
that psychiatric records not be included in any syitem of electronic
records (Rotenberg. ,994).  Witboul specific informed consent. clini.
cnl records should not be retrospeclivcly integretcd  into en informa.
lion syswm. Data sharing and integration betircin agencies and sys-
tea way pose problems wirh regard 10 breaching both consumer
and family confidentiality.  An informed consent protocol regarding
rcleesc  of informa:ion between agencies  or for storage in a dale bank
should br required before any data are synthesized or integrated.

Consenl  is contingent on Ihc CO~SUI~ZT‘S recewing information
about the risks end  benefits of the use and making an inior.med  de-
cision Such protocols allow c~n~nmcrs to weigh not only rhe risks
1~~11 also the benefirs  (e.g.. berrrr wri~ices.  informalion IO ~on~umcrs.
access  10 one’s own records.  paymenl for data) lor providing infor.
nlatioll and to waive voluntarily cerr:rin protrcrions  or sccuril~
wmsures lor those benefits.

For consent to he: truly informrd. three factors must be consid-
ore& the quality of the information provided. the competence of the
consumer IO give consent, and Ihe lwel of coercion to ioduce  con-
SYIII. Because informed consenl pro:ocols  err usually written by re-
searchers 0~ administralors,  conflicts of interest exist between the
nerds of the system  and the needs ol the individual consumer. To the
researcher or administrator. the consent is sometimes viewed es an
obslecle to convincing the consumer to agree to the data collection or
use. Information in consent forms may be biased or inadequate. Fur-
thermore. the request for consent to use medical records often comes
from e busy clerk upon the consumer’s admission to a service
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provider. Informed consent forms are b&cd in other paperwork. and
people are routinely asked to “sign here” without explanation.

Surrogate cons8nt may be appropriate depending on the com-
petence and conservatorship status  of the consumer. However, corn.
petence is not n precise legal term. In some states. the courts have
ruled [haI involuntary patients in a psychiatric horpltal are consld-
ered competrnt  to refuse treafment.

\Vithout  consent. services can br denied under current laws
\z’itb consent. a person’s records may be sent 10 a wide range of
user’ wllo may not have adequate  securaty.  When health plans
snarled  demanding private information about patients. the Masse-
chuset~s  Medical Soctr~~,  proposed perhaps the broadest privacy
p;o~ect:ons  ill the country.  II said III~I pntlents should noi be lorced
10 gl>‘e insurers blanket ac,:ess to medical illformation III exchange
for hcnlth coverage.  “\Ve do61 bol~eve in coerced consen[.  RighI
n o w  thai’s whnt patients gi\,e” lStanley & Palosky. 1997bl.  an.
nounced the socirry’s presidelit.  Any informed consent pro\ocoi
that is designed to protect the consurn~~r  would hsvc 10 remedy
these prol,lems to be effecliw

The Oplion Out of the Syrlrm

If s~r\.ices shcmld not be denied to consumers who decline to give
consen,,  then consumers need to be able IO “opt  out” of an eiec-
tronic record system [i.e.. the organization  would keep a person's
health records in paper form with some limited exceptionsl.  Re-
searchers have argued that incomplete data and bias could be intro.
ducpd  jnro outcome s~udics  if thi, option wwe adopted. However.
:his CIII~~I  IS non based rm any held rexarch to determine how many
consumers would opt out. or on whether the number would be cons
staral. be based on respondent bias. or be reflective of organi~ationai
policies that would CBUSE consumers 10 mistrust the information
system, If the ronsurner bsiieves that Ihe benefits for inclusion out-
weigh the dangers and If the consumer ,rus~s  rhe organization to
keep medical records secure. then few may lake the option to stay
out of the eiectron~c  informalion system. In fact, the number of con
surners  who opt out  may be a good  performance indicator of the in-
formation syslem~

Consumers wont full access to all personally identifiable medical
records. No records should bc kept secret  from the consumer. Act
cess to clinical and managemenr information sysrem  dala by service
recipients should be supporled wirh pro~ucols  developed for indi.

L.
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viduals to review and emend their records or to remove my inaccu-
rate. irrelevant. OI out-of-date information. Pa!crnali.stic medicai
systems consider access  to personal health information part of the
privilege and obligation of the doctor to prolect the patient end of-
ten don’t give patiexs access to their own records. Ralher  than
build trust. this orienfarion weakens the bond between doctor and
patient. Consumers fear what may be in their records. and misinfor.
mation ha, caused considerable harm in some cases.

Understandably, there is resistance in health organizations IO al-
low service recipients to review their medical records. Information
in the medical records could be misunderstood by the patient and in
sonw cases, create greater liability risks for the health provider.
Some mental health clinicians  believe that a patient’s progress could
be harmed if he or she could read treatment notes. Such strategies 8s
failure to notify a consumer  of the righr of review. exccrsive charges
to the patient for copies, and lengthy waiting periods for records
abound. The nature of electronic information systems has creatsd
opportunities to erect even greeter barriers. Conversely, electronic
information syswms  could ius! as easily be used to create opportuni-
lies for greater access end ease of access.  With proper security, con-
sumer RCCBS to personal medical reccrds could help IO improve the
quality of the information in those records. Furthermorr.  con~umec
informalron used for polity and decision support. particularly de.
idrnlified. aggregated figures related to service information (costs,
utilizallon. effcc!ivmess,  and consumer sa!isfacllon  wi!h servicesl.
could be made public and accessible to all ciIIzcns. Therefore. elec-
tronic information systems could build ill accountability to con-
sumw~  at both the person level and the system level.

Howover, third-party access to medical records should be
Slrictly limiled to 8 need-to-know basis. Billing agencies should re-
~:cive only encrypted information. and this informalion  should be
destroyed in B specified lime period. Law enforremenr officials
should be required to obtain a ~varrant after showing a compelling
goverr.ment interesl  for each piece  of informatwn  sought. Atthough
privileged communications should never be drsclosed.  US?  of even
the lnost gonersl  information to sell products to consumers without
their written consent  should also be banned. A drug store. for in-
glance.  would be prevented from c:onlacting  people who are taking
psychiatric medications to pitch a new treatment or horn selling
their database to a pharmaceutical company.

Security

The methods used for data s!oragc  and distriburion should be ex-
p]icit. and storage and distribution practices should be audmd pe-
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riodically for compliance Records in srorage  or !ranr>l  should be
encrypted. Audit trails should trnck each access to an individual’s
file. Policies and procsdures  should also be developed for the pro.
taction of consumer confidentiality when using cellular phones. fac-
simltc machines. aummeted  information systems w!h mutriple ac-
ces5 points. and other technologies thal are used to slore. analyze.
and lransmit information Faxing ha< hecome  an incrcnslngly conl-
man means of sharing information. and at~hough  there are no hard
numbers. it appears common for confidrn!iat  medical records to bc
faxed lo the wrong places. For example. one person. whose tele-
phone Ilumber is one digit differenr from a diagnostic c~cntrr’c.  a?-
ceived in B 2.year  period faxes of mcdlcal records for 50-60 people.
including 15.psgc medical hislories. These faxes mctuded  patienls’
names. SSNs. and health inhurallce informalon.  In some  cases.
there also \vere addresses and t&Phone  numbers. When  this Peru
son finally contacted the center and told them that rhey had the
wrong number. she ~houghr  that she had solved the problem. Every
hospital. tab. 2nd rtoc~r~r’s office rhal wgularly faxed 10 the center
was conlacled. but  the faxes kept coming [Stanley g. Palusky.
1997ct. A consumer who is conccrncd  abou!  a health provider’s (2~.
ing his or her medical records should be able !o prohibit the
provider from faxing. Also essential  to security of records is proper
training of personnel. All staff \YIII~~I~ 8r1 organization should be
trained in Ihe proper handling of confidential data and regularly
evaluated on their performance.

Following the concept of “as much informat:on  8s necessary. as
little information as possbble.” another approach to protecting
health information is lo reduce the amount of informalion by cot-
letting only what is essential.  I! is possible to reduce absolute risks
10 data security by collecting outcomes data on random samples
rather than on entire recipient populations  and by minimizing the
amount of data actually collected per respondent, Furthermore.
technologies such as virtual systems  that use object technology may
be able lo replace  data warehouses. These virtual systems  wmould al.
tow records lo remain at their primary site and be linked only on re-
quesr. Therefore. it is possible for the consumer, via an aurhoriza-
lion protocol. 10 conlrot the informalion tha! is available to the
doctor (Work Group for Compurerizarion of Behavioral Health and
Human Services Records, 19971.

Privacy and security ~ssuranc.~‘s under taw should apply LO at1
users of the information, When health informalion is transmitted ro
B third party. the recipient should be required IO honor the same prim
vacy and securily assurances as the record‘s original holder, The Ffi
nirl Reporr of rlre Le$slor,w Sun~v  o/Store Confidenfiolity  Lo~vr.
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wiih Specific Emphostr;  on HIV and Irnmunizofions  suggested that
the duty to procec:  data be -[rensicrred  simultilneously with the
data. as would liability for violalion oi privacy or securily stan-
dards” [Costin, Lezzaiini, & Flahert!.  1$1961.

Unique Identifier

Many systems call for fhe use of Ihe SSN 8s a consumer dentifier
and assume that it is both possible and legitimare to convince con-
turners that Ihe USF would pose no risk or minrmal  risk to tht pri-
vacy of an individual. However. wnsumc~ privacy under such sys-
tems cannot be totally safeguarded  :protecriRg the privacy 1992;
Ziglan. 1995). The widespread use of the SSN has seriously smded
personal privacy. The growing amounts of information that differ-
ml organizaiions  collecI about a person can  ba linked because all of
them ~$8 the same key to identify ar. individual. Chaum  wrme.
“This idsntilisr-based approach yrrforce trades olf security sgajnsl
individual liberties. The more iniormsuon  that organizations have,
the lass privacy and control  people retain” (1992.  p. 971. Personal
securi[y is also endangered through [he LISB  of the SSN as backers
and thieves routinely mine organiza&xA dalahases looking for
people to victimize. Given the srigma ssociatcd with memal  illness
and other disorders. using  the SSN or any universal idenGer  no,
only pasts substantial risks but  alaa consti\u(es  a barrier to BCCOSS
Tar those who ate unwilling to tekr. the risk Usin; a person’s SSN  as
a unique identifier should. therefore. be rliscouraged.

There are alternatives to using the SSN. Ona  01 the most
promising is the “digital signature” on a smv:1 credit-card.size com-
pw.r  containing  memory and LI microprocessor. The owner can
control the data that am stored and exchanged by incorpora:ing  a
keypad ard display on the hard.  II would eiso be possible to incor,
p0rstc  hngerpnnt  idontiticatioll  wc:hnology  within the cord itself to
prevent anyone other than the r~wner  from using it. The growing
availability of such technologies argue agaiut fhe USC of a unique
idrnliilcalion system and especially the use of the SSX.  In B person-
driwu information syswm. concerns ahouc  idantificrs would be ac-
knowledpd  and validated. If unique idenrifiers arc used,  then only
minimal  illformation should be anchored to the idwrifier.

Data Removal

Once a person’s  health informslion is in a syskm file. i; is usually
them for life. This is true whelhcr it is 8 paper file or an electronic
file. However, electronic syrlpmr pose a greater  danger because  in-
formation is more easily accessible. regardless of age of the records
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and is accessible  to B wide range o( eleclronic nelu-ork users.  That
means that if a person was in a pry&i&c hospital, then R record of
that admlssmn  would follow the consumer throughout  his or her
lilet~me. II becomes a significant referential point for all clinical de-
cisions in the future. In Maixe. the court  ordered the DCQ.U~I~EII~  of
.!vfeotal  Heallh to notify all patvzn~s  of the smte psychiatric hospital
dunng  a c~rt~:n tln,e Period of a iegal  decision rcgerding  the depart-
nie,,,. Even though  many  people  did not wan! to be found. rewords
ware pulled and merged  wit11 the I~ULOT  vehicle 1:cense tiatabnse.
Lt~ier~  went out bs~rl::g  the Drpartwn~  ot Mentnl  Heslrh returo x-
dress on Ih!! envelope. As a resuil some people were “outed” fo
their lamily alld neighborq  t‘x ~lwrs. :t was a dilfcuI[ rrm~nder  or
a,, eplsodr that they wished lo forg<?~  IJ~ Campbeli. QCrSO,d  ohser-
valion. Augusl  19%).  Mental henllb sc~Isumers  want time !tnlits on
das storage to Lie specified and data  destrucrian  and rcmovnl  pro-
!ect~~ns  LO be dcvelaped a\>d implemented when n pcrsor,  no longer
r?cr~ves men14 hraltil services Proced~ues  4muld nlro be devel-
aped alid implemrnwti For  co~wmwr~ 10 dlsenroll from 811 informs-
tion sysrem lexcep! for m~~~irnal rircsssery data required II, deliver
serv~csl WII~OL:  pwmlty ‘ll>is is e~pec~aily  important x,hen the in-
formalion s!~swm  has proved to h~ue madcquate  scc’uri~y  or !ht!
organization has misusc~l  nxdica!  records,

Rcvicw Boards

Reviewing  rogulatlons  imposed  I)\, rwiew boards on health research
revpals an implicit assuwption ti..at eveluotion and outcomes data
collection pose milllinal risk 10 participants (Barrows & Clayton.
199G).  but subiects  repor! that lheie has been considerable abuse
and that grrsler risks are involvsd than most  researchers realize
(Campbell & Frey. 1993,  Fro~ecrr::~  the privacy, iY92).

Palicies and proccdurcs s1n!1lar 10 those for research subjects
should be dewloped  for 1b.c prelection of human subjects within
the data sys,ems. and a review pane1  should evaluate prior 10 the
use of cons~mm  reco:ds  thr adequacy of such human subjects’ pro-
tections in the coilect~on.  anal~sar. storage. and  distribution ol in.
formatior.  Data sul~jects’  pra~ccxws  rrview panels should be based
in the community. With Inslitutional  Review Boards (1RBr).  lhere is
always the possibiliry  lor conflicts of inIerests as institofional  cul.
TUIB and a shared ideology that is common IO i!s membership tends
10 support  the status quo.  With local oversight shared by commu-
nity members.  especially by mz:ubers  of stigmatized OI underrepw
sented  populations. ihl? in:cresr5 oia review panel would be broad-
ened and bccomc  respoorive  no the health pr ivacy needs of
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individual consumers rather than health organizations and research
institutions (Campbell. 1997~).

Laws and Penalties

Where laws guareotw  to individuels medical privacy. exceptions
proliferate and pEnalties  are few. Donna E. Shalals,  Secretary of the
DHHS.  announced. “Our private health information is being shared.
collected, analyzed. and stored with fewer federal safeguards than
our video store records. The way we protect the privacy of medical
records right now is erratic at best. dangerous at worst” (Pear, 1997.
p. A221

There is much discussion about the constitutional right of pri-
vacy. but in practice, the Constitution has provided little srrpport for
medical record privacy claims in the United States.  The Americans
with Disabilities Act IADA)  of 1990 (PL 101-336)  requires that med.
icsl information be kept confidential and separate from personnel
files. but privacy harms  are usually redressed through private ec-
lions. such as contract and tort. and somelimes by slate agencies Iln-
stitute of Medicine, I%%), Every slate and lerritory provides statu-
tory protection for some types of personal health data meintainod by
a government agency. Forty-one states  report statutory pcnaities for
impermissible disclosures. Of these, 31 report criminal penalties. 18
report civil penalties. and 8 report  both. TwenLy-eight  states  provide
statutory penalties far unauthorized disclosure of privately held
health care information. twelve impose criminal penalties. nineteen
ccettto civil penalties, and three allow for both civil and criminal
penalties (Gcstin  et 81.. 1996).  Arrests and prosecutions are rare.
however. For example. when a nurse showed to television reporters
confidential mental health records from Charter Hospital Orlando
South. stale rcgolators  suspended tbc nurse’s license. and the hospi-
lal snod to stop the nurse  and television reporters from callrng pa-
lients who were nemed in the records. However. the nwse has not
faced any criminal charges (Pelosky & Stanley. 1997b).  For penalties
to be a deterrent against unauthorized disclosure. substantial crimi-
nal and civil fines should be imposed for actual or attempted unaw
thorized  access.  disclosure. or use of medical  informarion. Individu-
als should be able to enforce rights and  obtain damages and related
costs in civil court. Furthermore. an independent ngoency  should be
creetcd to conduct oversight and to enforce the provisions of any
Meral medical privacy law,

Retooling Human Technologies

In efforts to change medical privacy laws, policies. end practices,
the marginalizatian of consumer concerns demands dialogue in col-
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lsbaration with all of the data  stakeholders. This is the iirst step in
establishing an ethical center  from which the challenges of the new
information lechnologies may be engaged. In fact. public con.
sriiufncies of people who have slign:atizing medical conditions
should be sough!  out and supported 8s the ]awels of a data.use  TB-
form process. Such a~, effort would go beyond developing law and
policy IO protect medical privacy. to resuscitating the body politic
of a country deeply polarized by market  forces. prejudice. and ethi-
cal ambiguity. It is clear that neither research protocols uor COITIIIIU.
~~icallon  technologies that facilitate health data activities are s~mpl)
~~,echanical.  electronic. or in~ellectusl tools and protocols  tbal serve
lhe needs  of individuals and groups ivithin society.  Because reform
HI protecting medical privacy is limited by IIW attitudes and social
relationships  of those that research. nlanagc.  nod deliver SCIVIC~S.  il
iollowr  that ,be  so,,rce of ,,e\v knwlrdge  to guide the next genera-
lion of prc~tect~ons  may Ile in thr inconartrities between the perc:ep~
!ual and experienlisl  framr\\,ork of the “experts” and those who TV
CFlVe  SewI‘es.

BY listening respeclfully and [waling da!3 r:ollection subjects
with dignity. organizations have the power IO bridge the differences
between the svstcm and service  r.x~pie~~ls  and to generato new un.
dersmndings (Cwnpbell. 199Ga).  Insiead of res!sfing witicism. lliey
should welcome consumers nnd their families to the process. say-
iug. “Gee. how can we !mprovc “.’ Individually. each of us would
RISO  need to interrogate ~1  priori assumptions abaul data collection
and to bring to the table a retlexire undcrslanding  of the values.
senslbilitics. biases. and srereo~ypes  rhar inform panicipstion.

CONCLUSION

Those who handle health information must go beyond focusing on
minimal compliance:  to privacy regula!ioxls 10 slriw for cxcellenCe.
This mesns rigorously applying the protections that already exist
and monitoring their effec!lvencss to meet Ihe concerns of health
service recipients. To sustain data reform. environments in which
whistle blowing is suppor~cd  as part of B continuous quality im-
provemcnt  sgsnds  need to be established. Medical privacy could
also be fostered through development of a gold standard for ma”-
agement information system protocols. One starting poiot  could be
the Joint Commission on Accrcdtfarion  of Healthcare Organizations.
which now reviews n~ansgemcnt  information systems and 0~11.
comes dale collection in its rlendards.  scoring. and decisions ll~int
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. 1997)
However. the wcrcditation  process has limits because il lnon~l~r~
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compliance to policies and procedures ralher then the ou!cones  of
such policies. Behavioral health delivery systems that support
health data professionals who go beyond regulations LO  develop IU.
perior  models should also be idcn!ified and that information dis.
seminaled. In particular. models that eslablish ongoing partncr-
ships wi!h heal th consumers or  Employ professionals wi th
stigmafizing conditions should be sough! out and supported. Fi-
nally, training people regarding medical privacy protections and
ethics. especially when using case s!udies the.! exemplify the hu-
men dynamics of such issues. should also be built into human re.
source development  activities (Campbell & Estrofl, 19951.

At lhe hart of the mental hsalth consumer  movement is the be.
lief !hat the goals  of health care reIorm cannot be achieved without
attending !o Ihe way individual decisions are made. In response to
public demand ioor  health organizations to be more open and ac-
countable. a new vision for health care that is more humane, effec.
tive. and accountable can be achieved throxgh  the coordinatsd  use
of dsta by all stakeholders. lnformation’technologies  have the po-
tential to humanize health care  relationships by providing people
with access  !o the most  complete knowledge B! the time of decision
making. allowing recipients of medical services to partner effec-
tively in care ICamPbell. 1996al.

Ellsiness and government leaders must look at the context in
which privacy protections operate.  no! just examine the regulations
!hemselvas  (Campbell, 1997b). In the management of health data
dehumnniza!ion naturally occurs.  People forget that the objects of
stalistical  inqiriry arc hl!man beings. fiy gaining B humanislic focus.
information tcchnologics  could be re1001ed to create  WI  open arrhr-
tecture of hcal!h  knowledge production and distribulion This de-
wlopmcnt  woold presenl  barriers to traditional data  collection and
use and. in smne cases. would res!rict the conduct oiservices re-
sanrch and daln mam~gemcnt. What  is ironic is that these very ac-
!ions co&i  also !ead  to better informalion systrms and encourage
p~opir  tn ,yow as ethical beings.

Thcrr:  is little hope !ha! a data reform effort can really succeed
il I! is antagonisltr  !O the cul!ursl  or social practices of those who
~~rcise power within a system. There were human subjects’ pro.
tections in place in Germany prior to World War Il. and scientists
justified the bru!alizs!ion of peoPle without much compunction,
seeing them as less !han human and expendable for scientific
Progre?;r. However. anyone can prevent a rolled-up fax with the
namer ofpeople comnrirted  to a psychiatric hospital from lying dis-
Carded on the floor of on administrative office. The seeds of a
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person centered informetlon  system  tvould  gro!v from Ihc heroics of
everyday life. from people wlro begin to care  enough about then>-
selves  8s individual health wncun~el’s  to stop making small con,-
proonises  by looking the other way.

To prevcnl  an rrcslslion  in the fight over BCC~SS  to 2nd SKUI~!~
of electronic  palicnt hcnlth  rrcords and electronic managcmen*  in-
formation  systems. a fundnmen!al  change in corporate philosophy
is needed. The focus on continual quail!! improvemel>t  of individ-
11a.i  c:linicia:~s  and the service system must lye encaurag~:d  through
the collaborative use  o f  Information  by 311 <lakeholders  i n  ihr
heaith  delivery sys,u,n  Fnr r~onsun,ers.  fear CR” be driven out of
elrcLronic  data  collection by dev~lup~lrg  parricipnlory  action ra.
srdrcll  illitiatives.  esrablishi~lg  Dada  prultx.lions reviw boards  wilh
mul~~~~akei~oldcr  mcmbersh~p. and bulltiinp  ~rus!  and  inccntivrs  for
dala  shilring.  As ccm~,,mtrs  liecome  equal hcalrh ioformarion  part-
ners and data  Lrusw2es  with providers. Ihey will recognize Illat  even
rhr b e s t  ~~SIIW,S ale not absolutrl?  safe from scwrily f a i l u r e s .
Health  inforn>;itinn partnerships  !vill enable  lhr health cart i~l[lus~
tn to move beyond issun oi contidenliality  and conlrol of hrallh
records LO eml~race  the principles  of hrsilll  informniic>.  or the ed:l~
L~\IUII  al the public 1,~ facilitating  the distrihulion  of health  ~nfor-
malion.  Otlly by making curu Ihal people’s privary  and contidentinl-
iI>,  arc protected and that pwplr  have ~CCDSS  to needed health
in!ormation-both  clinical and  administrative-can  the mental
health system  effectively engage wrvi~e recipients in building elrc.
Ironic health infurma~ion  networks.

To protect medical privacy, people must recognize that data  re-
forms-including rules nnd  rrgule~ions-are  not OUI  there wait ing
10 be found or adjudicated. and soclery is not driven unto  the future
5~ !echnological  forces that stand oulsjde  social control. The future
is contillgant  on cxh indivtduai’s  looking with new eyes al policies
regarding medical privacy and climbing for higher ground. In other
!x,o:ds. it 1s the quality of ethical s\ruggles  to do the righl  thing.  iio!
!xriicular outcomes,  that !\‘ill ultimately define health privscy  pro-
lrctions  in the compuwr  age.
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